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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As Downtown Winston-Salem continues to grow and properties continue to find new lives that support a denser
population, it is important to proactively plan to meet the community’s parking and mobility needs. In November of
2016, the City of Winston-Salem (City) contracted with Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. (Kimley-Horn) to conduct
a Downtown Parking Analysis (Study) to assess the City’s current and future parking needs.
The Study was designed to serve as a guide for City decision-makers on parking management-related topics, such
as governance, organizational structure, and enforcement. Another key goal was to provide an updated snapshot
of how well on- and off-street parking in Downtown Winston-Salem is currently being utilized.
This report highlights the importance and complexity of parking as a critical element in the growth, prosperity, and
livability of Downtown Winston-Salem. With investment in the conversion of manufacturing facilities to Downtown
mixed-use developments, popular local restaurant offerings, and several new residential developments on the
horizon, Downtown is experiencing an exciting time of rapid growth and identifying a new identity. While interest in
Downtown is only likely to increase, the City is sensitive to the "growing pains" that can accompany increased
density and activity, including traffic and new challenges related to parking and access.

Project Objectives
The following are the objectives this project strove to achieve:
▪ Parking Inventory and Data Collection
o An inventory of current parking was collected as well as occupancy rates during both weekday and
weekend conditions.
▪ Project future parking demand
o A Park+ model was developed to project future parking demand based on various scenarios
▪ Site Options and Feasibility
o Areas for potential development
▪ Cost and Funding Options
o Various options for funding such as parking rates suggestions

Process Overview
To fully understand the unique context and shared values of the Winston-Salem community, the Kimley-Horn
team created a comprehensive, stakeholder-rich process to guide the Study.
This process included:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Stakeholder engagement, including focused, small group meetings with targeted Downtown participants
including business owners, operations managers, and others with key interest in the Study Area
Review of existing and ongoing planning effort to identify community goals related to parking access
management
Collection of parking inventory, occupancy, utilization, and duration data for both public and private on- and
off-street parking assets within the Downtown Winston-Salem Study Area boundaries
Creation and execution of a multi-faceted community engagement process
Development of actionable recommendations for long and short-term improvement of the parking program

Primary Action Items
The following section provides a high-level summary of the recommendations detailed in the Study’s final report.
The full report provides greater detail and context for each recommendation included below:
▪

The existing parking system includes a mixture of coin-operated meters, pay stations, time-limited parking
spaces and loading zones. It is recommended that the existing coin-operated meters be replaced with pay
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▪

▪
▪

stations in areas of documented parking demand. It is also further recommended that a review of the
existing loading zones be undertaken to identify what, if any, zones could be removed and the curb space
revert to on-street parking.
The discrepancy in parking fees between private off-street parking facilities (up to $3.50/hour) and the public
on-street parking ($0.25/hour) is driving the observed high demand for on-street parking. It is recommended
the fee charged for on-street parking in areas served by pay stations be increased to $1.25/hour. The
existing rate of $1.00/hour for off-street parking facilities should remain unchanged and market forces used
to balance the demand for on-street and off-street parking
Increase the fee charged for monthly parking by $10 per month for all off-street facilities within the Study
Area.
Add additional parking supply in areas experiencing high parking demand in future scenarios. Locations
identified as needed additional parking supply include:
o
o
o

The 7th and Liberty Entertainment District (particularly for evenings and weekends)
City Hall area
4th and Patterson area

Note: Additional parking supply could be provided by adding new publicly owned facilities, or by partnering
with owners of private park ing facilities and provide them incentives to make there parking lots available for
public parking, particularly on evenings and week ends.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Implement enhanced payment options such as pay by cell and pay by app to make paying for parking more
convenient.
Increase on-street enforcement hours to prevent restaurant employees from parking in adjacent on-street
parking to allow for restaurant patrons.
Allocate shared resources and personnel to all parking facilities, on- and off-street, that benefit from the
product or service based on usage or pro rata share as appropriate.
Consolidate operations and services where possible to increase efficiencies and reduce duplicative efforts
and services across the program.
To improve customer service, it is recommended that the City provide an enhanced webpage to allow for
monthly parking applications and customer account management, including on-line payment. This will also
aid in reducing labor hours necessary for parking permit administration.

Summary
While there is an abundance of parking in Downtown Winston-Salem, most of the parking supply is privately
owned and not available for public parking. This phenom, coupled with the low pricing for on-street parking,
creates a dynamic where on-street parking is highly utilized, while privately owned lots are nearly vacant and
underutilized, While the overall parking supply is adequate, most of the supply is unavailable to users and visitors,
which creates a perception of a shortage of parking.
A well-managed parking program can be a significant contributor to advancing a community’s economic
development goals, improving the overall experience of accessing core neighborhoods, and, in the City’s case,
welcoming residents and visitors to an increasingly thriving Downtown business district.
The development of a strategic vision and a strong, well-defined action plan is a critical first step in the growth and
successful management of a public parking program that offers an inviting “front door” to those who support and
enjoy Downtown Winston-Salem. Kimley-Horn applauds the City for recognizing this fact and for making this
important investment. It has been our team's pleasure to support the community throughout this planning process.
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RECOMMENDATIONS CHECKLIST
In order to effectively implement a successful parking program, a series of recommendations is needed. Below is
a list of strategies that will help the City establish themselves as a major parking player.

Parking Rates
On-Street Parking
▪

Increase on-street parking fee
o Winston-Salem’s rates for on-street parking are the lowest when compared with its peers;
therefore, a case could be made for increasing this rate at all on-street locations.
o The demand for on-street parking varies by location in the City of Winston-Salem. The current onstreet rate of $0.25 per hour has been in place since the mid-1990s.
o It is recommended that the City increase the parking rate to $1.25 per hour in locations where
there is high demand for on-street parking, while setting the rate at $1.00 per hour, at pay stations
and in locations where existing demand was observed to be low.
▪ This alternative allows patrons who are willing to walk further to pay a lower rate for
parking, as well as encouraging those requiring more time park off-street and increase
on-street turnover.

Off-Street Parking
Off-street parking rates currently vary by location and time of day. Peak utilization for off-street hourly rates is
listed below:
▪
▪

Public Facilities: $1.00/hour
o Trade and Liberty Parking lot: $0.25/half hour ($0.50/hour)
Private Facilities
o Private lot at the corner of main Street and Third Street: $3.50/hour

These off-street rates are in sharp contrast to those listed for on-street parking. In order to increase City leverage
in the parking realm, the following is recommended:
▪
▪
▪

Leave existing off-street parking facilities rate of $1.00/hour unchanged, however remove the daily max to
increase the opportunity for additional paid fees.
Increase monthly parking fee by $10.00/month for all City-owned off-street facilities within the Study Area
Implement enhanced payment options such as pay by app and additional pay stations.

Parking Management
▪

▪

Help manage parking demand with parking fees. By implementing a higher on-street rate, customers are
more likely to park in available off-street spaces.
o To do this, off-street rates must decrease to where the fee is less than on-street rates to entice
mid-term (1-3 hours) transient parkers to park off-street ($1/hr.).
It is further recommended that the City subsidizes owners of off-street parking assets to lower parking fee.
More information on this recommendation can be found in Chapter 6.

Parking Supply
▪

Add additional parking supply in areas (e.g. 7th and Liberty) with observed high demand for evening and
weekend parking. Opportunities to share parking assets, privately owned, should be investigated. A
public-private partnership that promotes shared parking is a more efficient use of City resources than
constructing a municipally owned parking facility. Given the amount of underutilized parking facilities, a
public-private partnership should be the first alternative pursued.
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▪

In areas where the model projects future parking deficits (City Hall, 4 th and Patterson), the City should
begin the planning process to add structured parking. Potential sites should be identified and the
feasibility of the site(s) to accommodate parking efficiently should be studied.

Additional Recommendations
▪
▪
▪
▪

Merge on- and off-street parking accounting into one enterprise fund to more appropriately track revenues
and expenditures to promote managing the parking operations as one system.
Create interdepartmental charges for parking at City-owned facilities so costs are not put back on the
parking department.
Improve customer service by enhancing webpage with services such as paying fees and purchasing
permits.
Based on the current and projected parking occupancies in the City-owned parking facilities, it is
recommended the City construct a parking deck in downtown. A new parking facility would provide the
City with leverage in recruiting new businesses to the area and would help address the existing parking
deficit observed in City-owned facilities. While further study is recommended to identify the location within
downtown for a new parking deck, modeling efforts conducted using the Park+ model indicated a deck
constructed on the site of the City Hall North parking lot would be well-used. A 423-space parking deck on
the City Hall North site would cost approximately $10-$11 million dollars.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Historical Context
Winston-Salem was formed in 1913 after the neighboring towns of Winston and Salem consolidated and merged
together. The town of Salem was first settled in 1753 by Bishop August Gottlieb Spangenberg on behalf of the
Moravian Church, a denomination of the Protestant Church. The town was later officially founded in 1766. Farming
and brick making were the main means of employment at the time. In 1840, the first tobacco factory opened in
Salem leading the way for future industrial development in this field. In 1849, Forsyth County was formed and Salem
was incorporated into its boundaries. The town of Winston was formed in 1851 and was incorporated into Forsyth
County in 1859. The town was named for a Revolutionary War hero, Joseph Winston, and was considered to be a
small county town until 1868 when both towns began work to connect the two via the North Carolina Railroad. That
same year, the first tobacco warehouse was built in Winston. By the 1880s, this grew to nearly 40 factories within
the town. The two largest companies, Hanes and Reynolds competed aggressively until Reynolds bought out Hanes
in 1900.
While Winston-Salem as we know it today was not officially created until 1913, the US Post Office began referring
to the two towns as Winston-Salem in the 1880s. The town is most prominently known for the R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company which employed a large percentage of the town throughout the 20 th century. As cigarette
smoking has become less prominent in the U.S. and the company grew smaller, many of the former manufacturing
buildings have been repurposed into mixed-use residential, office, and commercial space in the downtown core.

Previous Planning Efforts
The Legacy 2030 Update
Numerous planning efforts have led to the decisions and developments
facing the study area. The Legacy 2030 Update plan, adopted in 2012,
lays the groundwork for the future of Winston-Salem, Forsyth County,
and its municipalities. The goal of this long range comprehensive plan
is “to keep our [the] rural areas rural, provide a diversity of residential
options, improve accessibility and livability, and help our [the]
community thrive in the new economy.” (City of Winston-Salem) The
plan has been recognized twice nationally by the American Planning
Association for public outreach and overall excellence and
achievement.
The plan calls out twelve major goals to be accomplished by 2030.
These goals fall into the following categories: Growth Management;
Land Use; Transportation; Economic Development, Environmental Quality and Sustainability, Healthy, Complete
and Equitable Communities; Community Character; Downtown and the Center City; Neighborhoods and Towns;
Rural Character; and Key Public Investments

The Legacy 2030 Update: 2014-2015 Status Report
The 2014-2015 status report of the Legacy 2030 Update provides an update of accomplished goals and next steps
moving forward. Accomplishments were made on goals in each category listed in the original plan. New parking
regulations were adopted that require enhanced pedestrian access and bicycle parking in new developments. In
the downtown and center city, specifically, the new library began construction, parks were added to the area, and
adaptive reuse of older buildings to bring more vibrant uses to downtown continued. Additionally, an analysis for
alternative transportation and an urban circulator was approved. This analysis recommends a modern streetcar as
the preferred mode and provides a potential route.
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Comprehensive Transportation Plan (2012)
In 2008, the City adopted the Highway Map, an updated version of the 2002 Thoroughfare Plan. All other
components were adopted in 2009 apart from the Pedestrian Map. Minor modifications were made in late 2009.
The 2012 plan includes the following:
▪
▪

Project recommendations
Maps for street adoption, highways, public transit & rail, bicycles, and pedestrian access

2035 Transportation Plan Update
The 2035 Transportation Plan Update was adopted in 2013 and touches on the
following topics: Street and Highway; Public and Private Transportation; Bicycle and
Pedestrian; Freight; Human and Natural Environment; Conformity Analysis and
Determination; and Finances. Some key points and features of the update are
below.
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

Transit is challenging for the Winston-Salem Transit Authority due to growth
and changing travel patterns.
The City made note that vehicles for hire such as taxis, are an integral part
of the urban transportation network.
Providing bicycle and pedestrian transportation options is key to building a
vibrant community. It was noted that to provide alternative active
transportation options, a network of well-connected bicycle and pedestrian
corridors and path needed to be created.
Smith Reynolds Airport, which is located minutes from downtown Winston-Salem, provides a base for
corporate aircraft, air charter and cargo, and general aviation.
It was recommended that the City increase the Mass Transit Tax Fund up to the maximum $.05 cent tax
rate in the future to provide additional revenue for the transit system.

Study Area
The Downtown Plan
The Downtown Plan was adopted in 2013 and provides a vision for the downtown Winston-Salem Area outside
of the more broad based Legacy 2030 plan. The plan splits the downtown area into seven districts: the West Side
Mixed-Use, the Arts District, the Twin City Quarter, the Theatre District; Courthouse Square, and Goler Heights.
Each of these districts has a unique set of needs and goals which is called out throughout the plan. Parking is
specifically called out, referring to a 2005 parking study by Martin Alexiou Bryson, which suggested that there was
a shortage of both on-and off-street parking. It was recommended that new offstreet structures be built to avoid large surface parking areas and the structures
should be wrapped with usable ground floor space. It was further suggested that
parking decks be free during evenings to encourage the use of downtown
businesses. It finally endorses a future review of parking standards, which leads
directly to this study.

Downtown Winston-Salem High-Rise Development Opportunity
Sites
The Downtown Winston-Salem High-Rise Development Opportunity Sites
plan provides a list of fourteen sites for potential future development. Many of
these sites function as existing surface parking lots for surrounding businesses.
This document was used during future scenario development in the Park+
model.
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CHAPTER 2: EXISTING CONDITIONS
Organizational Structure and Policies
The City of Winston-Salem Parking program
currently resides within the Transportation
Department, which reports to the City Council
through the Assistant City Manager’s office. Cityowned off-street facilities are funded through an
enterprise fund while on-street facilities are funded
through the general fund.

On-Street Parking Rates

Cost

Single Space Meter
30-Minute Meter

$0.25 per 30-Minutes of Time

1-Hour Meter

$0.25 per 1-Hour of Time

2-Hour Meter

$0.25 per 1-Hour of Time

9-Hour Meter

$0.25 per 3-Hours of Time

The City Transportation Department is responsible
10-Hour Meter $0.25 per 2.5-Hours of Time
for the enforcement of parking regulations in the
Pay Station
Downtown area and fines vary by the type of
violation. Time violations result in a fine of $15.00
Less Than 1-Hour of Time $0.25
while illegal violations such as parking in a fire lane
1-Hour of Time $0.50
or double parking can range from $15.00-$250. Per
2-Hours of Time $1.00
City parking regulations, “if a vehicle owner has
three unpaid parking tickets each over 90 days old,
3-Hours of Time $2.00
and is found parked illegally, the vehicle will be
4-Hours of Time $4.00
wheel locked. To have a wheel-lock removed, the
owner of the vehicle must pay all outstanding fines
5-Hours of Time $6.00
and wheel lock fees.” (City of Winston-Salem)
6-Hours of Time $8.00
Parking enforcement officers additionally act as
unofficial Downtown ambassadors to guide patrons
More than 6-Hours of Time $10.00
to nearby destinations and
parking facilities as well as
assist with payment at on- Table 2.1: On-Street Parking Rates
street pay stations. Table 2.1
summarizes current rates for on-street parking.
Currently, vehicles with a valid handicap placard or license plate can park at any metered
Downtown on-street parking space versus strictly in marked handicap spaces to provide
better access to patrons with disabilities. They are required to pay the posted hourly rate at
pay stations. By selecting the disabled feature present in the system, patrons are allowed a
grace period for continued payment and may select extended times outright.

Parking Study Area
Before determining parking demand in the study area, it is important to understand the existing parking supply and
how it operates. The study area for the Winston-Salem Downtown Parking Study, as seen in Figure 2.1, is bounded
by Sixth Street and Martin Luther King Jr. Drive on the north, First Street, Third Street, and Shallowford Street on
the south, Linden Street and Chestnut Street on the east, and Broad Street and Marshall Street on the west. During
the weekend collection, the boundaries shifted to a smaller area that is bounded by Fifth Street on the North, First
Street on the south, Liberty Street on the east, and Spruce Street on the west.
Occupancy and an inventory of existing parking supply was conducted in November 2016. Parking data for typical
weekday conditions was collected over three days: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 through Thursday, November 17,
2016. Parking data for typical weekend conditions was collected on Friday, November 18, 2016 and Saturday,
November 19, 2016. Occupancy refers to the number or percentage of vehicles occupying parking spaces in a
facility (on- and off-street) at a point in time. In addition to occupancy and inventory, turnover was collected on 70
marked on-street spaces during weekend counts. Turnover is defined as the total number of vehicles per space
over a given time period. Weekday parking inventory was collected at 1 hour intervals between 8:00 AM -5:00 PM.
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Weekend parking occupancy was collected at 1 hour intervals between 4:00-9:00 PM. Figure 2.1. shows the existing
parking facilities within the study area (on- and off-street). Additionally, the following sections document the parking
inventory and existing conditions of parking within the Downtown study area.
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Figure 2.1
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Existing Parking Inventory
A total of 16,624 spaces were identified in the
Downtown study area. To quantify the existing parking
supply in its entirety, the following parking types were
noted.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

On-Street
Public Off-Street (Surface)
Public Off-Street (Structured)
Private Off-Street (Surface)
Private Off-Street (Structured)

# of
Spaces
On-Street 1,380
Public Off-Street (Surface) 554
Public Off-Street (Structured) 4,438
Private Off-Street (Surface) 9,323
Private Off-Street (Structured) 929
Total 16,624
Parking Type

% of
Inventory
8%
3%
27%
56%
6%
100%

Table 2.2: Downtown Existing Parking Inventory

In total, there were 4,894 reserved spaces found in public and private off-street facilities as well as on-street spaces,
9,813 general (non-reserved spaces, 1,005 time limited spaces, 325 handicapped spaces, 154 loading zone
spaces, 108 visitor spaces, 16 resident spaces, and 110 other spaces (including motorcycle (61 spaces), electric
vehicle charging (3 spaces), etc.) identified in the
# of
% of
study area. Furthermore, 44 bike racks were On-Street Parking Type
Spaces
Inventory
found in the study area with capacity for 88 bikes.
Loading Zones 149
11%
Table 2.2 summarizes the total number of
parking spaces by parking type within the
General Loading 91
61%
Downtown study area. While there are over
30-Minute Loading 28
19%
16,000 parking spaces in the study area,
Commercial Loading 20
13%
approximately 62% are privately owned and offer
30-Minute Passenger Loading 7
5%
limited public parking. In general, it is desirable
Valet
Loading
3
2%
for the City to own and manage approximately
Time-Limited Spaces 487
35%
40% of the parking inventory. A public ownership
of this level allows the public sector to have
15-Minute Spaces 6
1.5%
influence on the fees established for parking. The
30-Minute Spaces 7
1.5%
sections following the table further define the
1-Hour Spaces 46
9%
parking types.
2-Hour Spaces

On-Street

428

Time-Limited Metered Spaces 561
1-Hour Spaces

184

88%

40%
33%

On-Street parking represents available public
2-Hour Spaces 197
35%
parking along streets in neighborhoods and
3-Hour
Spaces
33
6%
commercial areas. The majority of this parking is
10-Hour Spaces 18
3%
parallel, with a small percentage being diagonal.
For the Downtown study area, this included
Pay Stations 101
18%
marked and unmarked spaces. Although
Other Metered Spaces 28
5%
unmarked areas do not have a defined parking
Non-M etered Spaces 176
13%
space count, they were included in the inventory
Police
Parking
7
1%
because they do contribute to the Downtown
study area parking supply. On-Street unmarked
Total 1,380
100%
spaces were estimated by measuring the length
of unobstructed curb parking per block and Table 2.3: On-Street Parking Types
dividing that length by an average parking space
length of 25 feet. This calculation excludes areas adjacent to driveways, intersections, and other obstructions, such
as fire hydrants. On-Street parking, with 1,380 (including 1,204 marked spaces and unmarked areas with capacity
for approximately 176 vehicles based on length), represents 8% of the total parking supply. Table 2.3 provides a
breakdown of on-street spaces by parking type while Figure 2.2 shows the disbursement through the Downtown
area. Overall, it was noted that several on-street parking areas in the core area (including Marshall St, Cherry St,
and Third St) were at or above effective capacity. At the same time, other on-street parking areas one to two blocks
away were consistently underutilized, including Poplar St, sections of Spruce St, and Holly Ave.
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Figure 2.2
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ON-STREET HANDICAPPED PARKING
In April 2017, the Winston-Salem City Council approved an ordinance that allows for the creation of four new
handicap accessible on-street spaces located on Cherry Street at Fourth Street on the northeast, northwest,
southeast, and southwest corners. They will be located adjacent to existing curb ramps where feasible and it has
been recommended that new wheel chair ramps be installed if needed. Figure 2.3 shows the location of these new
spaces and Figures 2.4-2.7 show the general design concept.
Figure 2.3: New On-Street Handicap Accessible Spaces

Space Number
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Figure 2.4: Space 1- Cherry Street at Fourth Street- Northwest Corner
Bollard and planted area to be removed and replaced with curb ramp

Figure 2.5: Space 2- Cherry Street at Fourth Street- Northeast Corner
Use existing curb cut at the intersection
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Figure 2.6: Space 3- Cherry Street at Fourth Street- Southeast Corner
Install new curb ramp just south of the intersection. This will require removal of outdoor dining.

Figure 2.7: Space 4- Cherry Street at Fourth Street- Southwest Corner
Install new curb ramp south of the intersection. This will require removal of outdoor dining.
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Public Off-Street
Public off-street spaces consist of those found in surface lots or parking structures
that are owned by the City or County. Public surface lot parking, with 554 spaces,
represents 21% of the public off-street parking supply and 4% of the total parking
supply. Public parking garages account for 2,149 spaces, representing 80% of the
public parking supply and 13% of the total parking supply. Overall, public off-street
parking represents 17% of the total parking supply in the Downtown study area.
Gates on the Fourth and Church Street Deck go up at 7:30 PM to allow for free
parking and there is free parking on nights and weekends in the surface parking lot
next to City Hall. Table 2.4 provides a summary of parking rates for City-owned public
off-street facilities.
# of
Time
Parking Lot/Deck
Rates
Spaces Period
▪ $1.00/Hour
City Hall North 97
Daily
▪ $9.00 Daily Maximum
▪ $1.00/Hour
▪ $0.50 per Park and Shop Stroll
Sixth-Cherry/Trade
▪ $9.00 Daily Maximum
Park ing Deck,
629
Daily
▪ $9.00/ 24-hour pass
bounded by Cherry
▪ $2.00/ Evening or Weekend Park
and Sixth Streets
▪ $2.00/ Weekday Lunch with over 400 people attending
▪ $42.00/ month
Transportation
▪ $0.25 for each half hour
Center/Trade and 26
Daily
Liberty Park ing Lot
▪ $1.00/ Hour
▪ $9.00 Daily maximum
▪ $0.50 per Park and Shop Stamp
Fourth and Church
▪ $65.00 per Month Interior Levels 1-9
Street Deck bounded
by Fourth, Fifth, 1520
Daily
▪ 10-30 spaces rented, $60.00 per space per month interior levels
Church, and
▪ 31-50 spaces rented, $55.00 per space per month interior levels
Chestnut Street
▪ 51-70 spaces rented, $50.00 per month per space interior levels
▪ Over 71 spaces rented, $45.00 per space per month interior level
▪ $95.00 per month for reserved space.
Table 2.4: City-Owned Public Off-Street Facilities

Private Off-Street
Private off-street spaces, serving a variety of uses and not owned by the City, make up
the remainder of the parking supply within the study area. Private off-street surface lots
are scattered throughout the study area and total 9,323 spaces, representing 91% of
the private off-street parking supply and 56% of the total supply. Private structured
parking, with 929 spaces, represents 9% of the private off-street parking supply and 6%
of the total supply. It should be noted that during data collection the restrictions for
private facilities was respected, and therefore not all private facilities were able to be
included in the study due to their private nature. Generally speaking, private facility
owners in the area are unwilling to enter into long-term agreements as well as provide
current data. Table 2.5 lists the five largest private off-street facilities. Where public
parking is available, prices are generally $1.00/hour, but go upwards of $3.50/hour. In
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general, both public and private parking decks in the study area were underutilized. It was typical to find the top
level of decks empty, and the next level scarcely occupied throughout the day.
Parking Facility
Wells Fargo Center
P5 Lot
Liberty Plaza Parking Deck
Lot P4 Reserved Park ing
Cherry-Marshall Park ing Deck

# of Spaces
950
842
778
568
526

Rate
Daily Rate Available at Gate
$1.00/Hour, $9.00 Daily

Table 2.5: Large Private Off-Street Facilities

A number of privately owned parking lots in Downtown are unavailable for
public parking – both during the day and at night. Some of the lots are
controlled with access gates and card readers, while other areas are posted
with signage that prohibits parking. Several privates parking facilities in the
7th and Liberty Entertainment area were observed to be posted in this
manner and underutilized (observed parking occupancy of less than 50%)
during nights and weekends.

Data Collection Results
OCCUPANCY
Occupancy was evaluated for a typical weekday and typical weekend to
provide an understanding of the occupancy rates and their relationship within the study area. The occupancy data
presented in this section is expressed in a range of percent occupied and color coded. The occupancy ranges used,
associated color, and definition of each range is shown below.
<50%

Facility operating under capacity

51-75%

Facility well utilized

76-90%

Facility approaching perceived capacity

>90%

Facility is perceived to be over capacity

Typically, a parking system is considered at capacity when occupancy approaches 85-90% of capacity. The 1015% excess supply keeps the time required to find a parking space within reason and promotes a perception of
adequate parking. When parking occupancy exceeds these levels, there may be delays and frustration in finding a
space and patrons may be forced to use a space that is too far from their destination or does not offer a comfortable
walking environment. This margin also allows for: 1.) the activity of vehicles moving in and out of parking stalls
during busy periods, 2.) surges in short-term parking activity, and 3.) the temporary loss of spaces due to improperly
parked vehicles, weather conditions, construction activity, etc.
Weekday Occupancy
Figure 2.8 shows the study area occupancy for a weekday afternoon (10:00- 11:00 PM). This time period represents
the peak occupancy for the Downtown study area. Although this time period does not necessarily correspond to the
peak occupancy for each individual facility, it does provide an illustration of the relationship between all of the
facilities during the peak period. Tables 2.6-2.11 summarize high and low occupancy on- and off-street facilities
during the average weekday peak hour (12:00-1:00 PM).
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It should be noted that construction was taking place along the perimeter of the Benton Convention Center at the
time of parking counts. As a result, on-street parking could not be counted on Fifth Street between Marshall and
Cherry Streets. Previous experience in the area indicates these spaces experience high demand, due in part to a
Starbucks café. Unauthorized parking in loading zones was observed, especially in areas where the on -street
parking was full.

Parking Facility
2nd/Chestnut St Lot N
Inmar Park ing
Wildfire
Miami Restaurant & Bar
Asian Fusion Cuisine

# of
Spaces
100
27
19
13
7

Percent
Occupied
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Table: 2.6 Weekday Occupancy: Off-Street
Facilities with Highest Occupancy

Parking Facility
2nd/Chestnut St Lot N
Chestnut St. Parking S
Lot P3 Reserved Park ing
Milton Rhodes Center for
Arts Parking
Downtown Health Plaza

# of
Spaces
297
231
127

Percent
Occupied
100%
95%
93%

107

85%

100

84%

Table: 2.10- Weekday Occupancy: Large
Off-Street Facilities with High Occupancy

Parking Facility
Church Park ing- 11
654 W 6th St
637 Holly Ave
509 E 3rd St
Spring House Restaurant N

# of
Spaces
118
63
50
35
5

Percent
Occupied
2.5%
0%
8%
0%
0%

Table: 2.8- Weekday Occupancy: Off-Street
Facilities with Lowest Occupancy

Parking Facility
W 3rd St- 100
N Cherry St- 100

# of
Spaces
19
18

Percent
Occupied
100%
100%

N Cherry St- 200
18
100%
W 6th St- 200
10
100%
st
E 1 St- 100
10
100%
Table: 2.7- Weekday Occupancy: On-Street
Facilities with Highest Occupancy

Parking Facility
Shady Blvd- 100
W 5th St- 600
Vine St- 400
N Chestnut St- 700
N Chestnut St- 700

# of
Spaces
20
17
16
15
14

Percent
Occupied
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Table: 2.9- Weekday Occupancy: On-Street
Facilities with Lowest Occupancy

Parking Facility
W 4th St- 600
N Church St- 100
Trade St NW- 500
N Liberty St- 600
4th St E- 300

# of
Spaces
32
25
25
24
22

Percent
Occupied
94%
92%
84%
75%
73%

Table: 2.11- Weekday Occupancy: Large
On-Street Facilities with High Occupancy
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Figure 2.8
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Weekend Occupancy
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the study area occupancy for a Friday evening (8:00-9:00 PM) and a Saturday evening
(7:00-8:00 PM), respectively. This time period represents the peak occupancy for the Core Downtown Study Area.
Although this time period does not necessarily correspond to the peak occupancy for each individual facility, it does
provide an illustration of the relationship between all of the facilities during the peak period. Tables 2.12-2. 23
summarize high and low occupancy on- and off-street facilities during the Friday evening peak hour (8:00-9:00 PM)
and the Saturday evening peak hour (7:00-8:00 PM).
It should be noted that during the Friday and Saturday counts, on-street parking in the Downtown Core area was
observed in order to record the number of handicapped motorists (vehicles with license plate or windshield placard
labeled handicapped) who park on-street as opposed to in surface lots or decks. Zero (0) handicapped vehicles
parked on-street were seen in the Downtown Core area during both the Friday and Saturday counts.
Parking Facility
Cherry-Marshall Park ing Deck
Lot next to Marriot Winston-Salem
Lot behind Transportation Center
First Presbyterian Offices
Visitor Parking
115 W 3rd St Lot

# of
Spaces
526
100
26

Percent
Occupied
47%
57%
92%

21

52%

16

100%

Table: 2.12- Friday Occupancy: Off-Street Facilities
with Highest Occupancy

Parking Facility
437 Spruce St N
Milton Rhodes Center for Arts
US Post Office Lot
312 N Liberty St Lot
Liberty Plaza Parking Deck

# of
Spaces
19
22
17
50
778

Percent
Occupied
0%
0%
0%
2%
2.7%

Table: 2.14- Friday Occupancy: Off-Street Facilities
with Lowest Occupancy

Parking Facility
Liberty Plaza Parking Deck
Cherry-Marshall Park ing Deck
Lot next to Marriot Winston-Salem
First Presbyterian Offices (South)
312 N Liberty St Lot

# of
Spaces
778
526
100
53
50

Percent
Occupied
3%
47%
57%
43%
20%

Table: 2.16- Friday Occupancy: Large Off-Street
Facilities with High Occupancy

Parking Facility
W 3rd St- 100
N Spruce St- 400
Marshall St N- 400
N Liberty St- 400
N Cherry St- 400

# of
Spaces
32
23
19
14
7

Percent
Occupied
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%

Table: 2.13- Friday Occupancy:
On-Street Facilities with Highest
Occupancy
Parking Facility

# of
Spaces

Percent
Occupied

N Cherry St- 300
W 4th St- 200
N Spruce St- 200
Marshall St N- 200
N Liberty St- 200

18
6
1
1
1

0%
33%
0%
0%
0%

Table: 2.15- Friday Occupancy:
On-Street Facilities with Lowest
Occupancy

Parking Facility
Marshall St N- 300
W 3rd St- 200
N Spruce St- 300
N Spruce St- 400
N Liberty St- 100

# of
Spaces
33
32
29
23
21

Percent
Occupied
94%
100%
93%
100%
81%

Table: 2.17- Friday Occupancy: Large
On-Street Facilities with High Occupancy
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Parking Facility
Cherry-Marshal Park ing Deck
First Presbyterian Offices (South)
Lot behind Transportation Center
First Presbyterian Offices Visitor
Park ing (North)
115 W 3rd St Lot

# of
Spaces
526
53
26

Percent
Occupied
49%
51%
46%

21

57%

16

100%

Table: 2.18 Saturday Occupancy: Off-Street Facilities
with Highest Occupancy

Parking Facility
Liberty Plaza Parking Deck
312 N Liberty St Lot
Milton Rhodes Center for Arts
437 Spruce St N
US Post Office Lot

# of
Spaces
778
50
22
19
17

Percent
Occupied
1.6%
12%
0%
5.2%
0%

Table: 2.20 Saturday Occupancy: Off-Street Facilities
with Lowest Occupancy

Parking Facility
Liberty Plaza Parking Deck
Cherry-Marshall Park ing Deck
Lot next to Marriot Winston-Salem
First Presbyterian Offices (South)
312 N Liberty St. Lot

# of
Spaces
778
526
100
53
50

Percent
Occupied
1.6%
49%
41%
51%
12%

Table: 2.22 Saturday Occupancy: Large Off-Street
Facilities with High Occupancy
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Parking Facility
N Spruce St- 300
N Spruce St- 400
Marshall St N- 400
W 5th St- 400
nd
2 St NW- 200

# of
Spaces
29
23
19
7
6

Percent
Occupied
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%
>100%

Table: 2.19 Saturday Occupancy:
On-Street Facilities with Highest
Occupancy

Parking Facility
N Liberty St- 100
N Cherry St- 200
W 4th St- 200
W 4th St- 300
N Liberty St- 100

# of
Spaces
21
18
6
6
1

Percent
Occupied
0%
33%
50%
50%
64%

Table: 2.21 Saturday Occupancy:
On-Street Facilities with Lowest
Occupancy

Parking Facility
Marshall St. N- 300
W 3rd St- 200
N Spruce St- 300
N Spruce St- 400
N Liberty St- 100

# of
Spaces
33
32
29
23
21

Percent
Occupied
100%
100%
100%
100%
33%

Table: 2.23 Saturday Occupancy: Large
On-Street Facilities with High Occupancy

Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.10
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The occupancy figures yield the following general observations for the Study Area:
▪
▪
▪

On an average day, off-street parking is generally underutilized with the majority of facilities falling into the
<50% occupied or 51-75% occupied fields.
A high demand for on-street parking was observed during weekday conditions with many block faces
experiencing a parking occupancy rate of 90+%.
On weekend evenings, on-street parking is used far more than off-street parking with the majority being
>90% occupied. This is most likely due to free on-street parking during the evening hours.

TURNOVER AND LENGTH OF STAY
Turnover and length of stay data was collected for on-street parking within the Downtown Core area between 10:00
AM-5:00 PM on Wednesday, November 16th and Thursday, November 17th. A total of 70 marked spaces were
observed, including on Fifth Street, Spruce Street, Marshall Street, Cherry Street, Third Street, and Liberty Street.
As seen in Table 3.24, the average length of stay was 48 minutes at a rate of 0.81 cars per hour. Table 3.25 provides
a more in depth look at turnover and length of stay.
Street
Marshall Street
Marshall Street
Third Street
Third Street
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce
Spruce

Street
Street
Street
Street

Cherry Street
Cherry Street
Fifth Street
Liberty Street
Downtown Core
Overall Average

Section

Side of
Street

Spaces
Counted

Posted Time
Limit

Avg. Length of
Stay (hrs:mins)

Turnover
(cars/hr)

2nd St to 4th St
2nd St to 4th St
Liberty St to Cherry St
Liberty St to Cherry St

West
East
North
South

4
6
8
4

2-Hour
2-Hour
1-Hour

0:34
1:19
0:33
0:31

0.66
0.64
1.37
1.24

South of 4th St
South of 4th St
At 4th Street
North of 4th St

West
East
West
East

5
8
6
6

0:56
0:31
1:16
0:21

0.64
0.74
0.54
0.27

3rd St to 4th St
3rd St to 4th St
Spruce St to Marshall St
3rd St to 4th St

West
East
South
East

6
6
5
6

0:53
0:52
0:57
0:50

0.96
0.93
0.63
1.07

0:48

0.81

1-Hour
2-Hour
2-Hour
2-Hour
2-Hour
1-Hour
1-Hour
2-Hour
1-Hour

70
Table 2.24: Downtown Turnover and Length of Stay
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Marshall Street
Marshall Street
Third Street

2nd St to 4th St
2nd St to 4th St
Liberty St to Cherry St

0-1
Hour
7
11
31

Third Street
Spruce Street
Spruce Street
Spruce Street

Liberty St to Cherry St
South of 4th St
South of 4th St
At 4th Street

22
8
18
8

2
2
2
5

0
1
0
2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

24
11
20
15

Spruce Street
Cherry Street
Cherry Street
Fifth Street

North of 4th St
3rd St to 4th St
3rd St to 4th St
Spruce St to Marshall St

5
23
21
4

1
6
1
4

0
0
2
1

0
1
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

6
30
25
9

3rd St to 4th St

8

3

1

0

0

0

12

166

39

10

2

0

0

217

76%

18%

5%

1%

0%

0%

100%

Street

Liberty Street
Total
Observations
Percent

Section

1-2
Hours
1
5
7

2-3
Hours
0
3
0

3-4
Hours
0
0
0

4-5
Hours
0
0
0

5-6
Hours
0
0
0

Table 2.25: Downtown Length of Stay
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Total
8
19
38

CHAPTER 3: COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
The Downtown Winston-Salem Parking Study included the following public outreach efforts:
▪
▪
▪

Stakeholder Outreach
Online Questionnaire
Public Meeting with Live Polling of Online Questionnaire

An overview of these outreach efforts is as follows:

Individual Stakeholder Outreach
Individual meetings were held with 9 stakeholders who own property, operate businesses, or have anot her key
stake in Downtown Winston-Salem on Thursday, February 2, 2017. City and community representatives identified
the following key stakeholders who were interviewed:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Deep River Commercial Property Management (Manages the Wells Fargo Building), Jan Rumbley
Downtown Winston-Salem Partnership, Jason Thiel, President
Forsyth County General Services Department (Manages parking for the County Government and Judicial
Complexes), Kirby Robinson and Chelsea L Swaim
Jeffrey Adams on Fourth Restaurant, Heidi Hempstead
Magnolia Partners, Charles Wilson
Marriott Winston-Salem, Bob Fant, Hotel Manager
Milton Rhodes Center for the Arts, Christine Jones and Tom Tomlinson
Stevens Center School of the Arts, Scott Spencer and Kay Bosworth
Sweet Potatoes Restaurant, Vivián Joiner, Proprietor

Sgt. JT Collins, a bike patrol officer for the Winston-Salem Police Department was interviewed during the public
meeting. In each meeting, a summary of the data collected in November 2016 was provided to the attendees. They
were asked to provide their feedback and thoughts on parking in the Downtown area. A summary of these meetings
is as follows and the individual interview summaries can be found in the Appendix:
▪ There is adequate off-street parking for existing demand.
▪ The garages are not used for a variety of reasons:
o Cost
o Unclean
o Not user friendly
o Safety concerns
o Inconvenient to exit (especially after events)
▪ Wayfinding to and identification of available public off-street parking is inadequate, particularly for firsttime visitors to downtown
▪ Existing on-street system is confusing
o Mixture of time-limits, pay stations, meters
▪ Do not care for pay-and-display operation of pay stations. (Do not like walking back to vehicle)
▪ There are a lot of loading zones. Can some be repurposed for on-street parking?
▪ Enforcement efforts seem to be inconsistent
▪ ADA accessible parking is considered inadequate in terms of quantity, location, and configuration
Based on the above feedback from stakeholders, Kimley-Horn observed the following:
▪ On-street parking rates are too low. ($0.50 per hour, and less in some areas, is low in contrast to what is
charged in comparable communities throughout the country and at private facilities within the Study Area.)
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▪

▪

Private off-street rates were observed at $3.50/hour. It is preferable to have on-street rates higher than offstreet to encourage use of parking garages. This rate discrepancy is driving the high demand for on-street
parking.
Current parking rates and enforcement activities, which cease daily at approximately 4:00 PM, effectively
encourage on-street parking by employees of downtown businesses, limiting turnover and availability
during evening weekday and weekend hours.

Online Questionnaire
An online questionnaire was set up using Survey Monkey™, an online polling tool, to obtain stakeholder input from
Downtown Winston-Salem community members. The questionnaire was active from January 12 to February 10,
2017. The findings are summarized as follows:
▪
▪
▪
▪

A total of 788 responses were received during the time period stated above.
45% of the people responding to the survey visit the study area daily.
46.7% of those responding are regular visitors to the study area.
76.2% of respondents typically got to Downtown Winston-Salem by driving alone.

Questions
How would you characterize parking in general in the Downtown Winston-Salem area?
▪

56.9% of respondents replied that it’s something that should be studied further. An additional 21.5% of
respondents replied that it’s unacceptable; change is needed.

Where do you typically have the greatest park ing success (Mon.-Fri.)?

Parking Garage

24.7%

39.8%

On-Street
Private Off-Street Surface Lot

35.5%
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During what time of day is it most challenging to find available parking (Mon. -Fri.)?

35.0%
30.0%

Before 7AM

25.0%

7-9AM
9-11AM

20.0%

11AM-1PM

15.0%

1-3PM
3-5PM

10.0%

5-7PM

5.0%
After 7PM

0.0%

Where do you typically have the greatest park ing success (Sat.-Sun.)?

21.2%

29.8%
Parking Garage
On-Street
Private Off-Street Surface Lot

49.0%
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During what time of day is it most challenging to find available parking (Sat.-Sun.)?

40.0%
35.0%

Before 7AM

30.0%

7-9AM

25.0%

9-11AM
11AM-1PM

20.0%

1-3PM

15.0%

3-5PM

10.0%

5-7PM

5.0%

After 7PM

0.0%

When park ing on-street in Downtown Winston-Salem, what is the length of time you would typically need to park ?
▪

72.2% of respondents replied that they typically need 1-3 hours of time when parking on-street.

How would you characterize parking in the core Downtown vs. the surrounding Downtown area?
▪

76.2% of respondents replied that it is more difficult to park in the core vs. the surrounding area of Downtown.

How would you characterize pricing of Downtown park ing?
▪

70.2% of respondents replied that parking in Downtown is appropriately priced.

How would you evaluate the enforcement of existing on-street parking regulations?
▪

66.3% of respondents replied that there is an appropriate level of on-street parking regulations.

How would you characterize event parking in the Downtown area?
▪

36.3% of respondents replied that event parking is somewhat acceptable. An additional 30.9% of
respondents replied that it’s moderately acceptable.

Please indicate which of the following park ing management options you think the City should consider for the Study
Area? Please check all that apply.
▪

66.6% of respondents replied that more should be added to current park ing supply. Additionally 47.3% of
respondents replied that there should be more promotion of walking trips through enhanced sidewalks.
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How do you think the City of Winston-Salem should pay for park ing management in the Study Area?
▪

54.6% of respondents replied that the City should pay for parking management through appropriations from
the General Fund. An additional 27.1% replied that it should be funded through the enforcement of existing
restrictions via ticketing/fines.

Who should be responsible for paying for improving parking systems Downtown?
▪

64.7% of respondents replied that all citizens should pay for improving parking systems.

What are your thoughts on on-street handicap parking policies that are currently in place?
Note that this was a question that allowed respondents to fill in an answer. All respondent answers can be found in
the Appendix; however a summary of the responses is below:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

More on-street handicap parking is needed
There is adequate on-street handicap parking
More handicap parking should be added to garages as opposed to on-street
There needs to be better enforcement of verifying spaces are being properly used by those with permits.
These spaces are often abused.
Those using on-street handicap parking should not be able to park for free all day
The public is unaware of current on-street handicap parking policies
On-street handicap parking needs to be spaced out accordingly. There are too many in the wrong locations

What is your experience in finding locations of public parking garages and surface lots in Downtown WinstonSalem?
▪

63% of respondents replied that they found their experience as adequate.

What is your experience in finding Downtown destinations from public garages and surface lots in Downtown
Winston-Salem?
▪

56.1% of respondents replied that their experience was adequate. Additionally, 25.5% replied that they found
their experience difficult, there is limited to no wayfinding signage and/or it is difficult to interpret.

How do you perceive safety in public garages?
▪

59.4% of respondents replied that their perception of safety is similar to elsewhere in Downtown. Additionally,
21% of respondents replied that they perceived public garages as unsafe, they have concerns and avoid
garages due to safety concerns when they can.
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What one word would you use to describe parking in Downtown?

Public Meeting
A public workshop was held on the evening of February 2, 2017 at Winston-Salem City Hall from 5:00-6:30 PM.
The City advertised on social media and the local news. Attendees included Kimley-Horn and Davenport, the
Winston-Salem Transportation staff, and 9 members of the public for an approximate total of 18 people.
Data collection findings from the November 2016 data collections were reviewed as well as observed parking
issues.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Public concern over on-street handicap spaces
High on-street demand in the evening
Concerns about safety in the decks
Rates are too low
Need better wayfinding for visitors
Current system is confusing- meters, time-limits, pay stations
Difficulty in parallel parking

Winston-Salem on-street parking rates were compared to a variety of peer cities. Generally, on-street rates are
much lower in Winston-Salem than those of other cities.
On-Street Parking Rates (Hourly)
Location
Cost
Winston-Salem, NC $0.25-$0.50
Greensboro, NC $1.00
Raleigh, NC $1.00-$1.25
Asheville, NC $1.25
Charlotte, NC $1.00
Greenville, SC Free On-Street
Columbia, SC $0.75
Utilizing a live polling platform, 16 of the original 23 questions from the online survey were asked during the public
workshop session. Some were skipped due to time or question format, and one question was added to the live
survey as indicated below. There were 9 active participants. All live polling responses can be found in the Appendix;
below are the responses with the highest percentage.
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▪
▪
▪

77.78% of the people responding to the survey visit the study area daily.
30.77% of those responding are regular visitors to the study area.
62.5% of respondents typically got to Downtown Winston-Salem by driving alone.

How would you characterize parking in general in the Downtown Winston-Salem area?
▪

It’s something that should be studied further: 44.44%

Where do you typically have the greatest park ing success (Mon.-Fri.)?
▪

Parking Garage: 55.56%

During what time of day is it most challenging to find available parking (Mon.-Fri.)?
▪

9-11AM: 37.6%

When park ing on-street in Downtown Winston-Salem, what is the length you would typically need to park ?
▪

1-3 Hours: 55.56%

How would you characterize pricing of Downtown park ing?
▪ Too Low: 66.67%
How would you evaluate the enforcement of existing on-street parking regulations?
▪

Appropriate level of on-street parking regulations: 37.5%

How would you characterize event parking in the Downtown area?
▪

Moderately Acceptable: 42.86%

Have you ever used a mobile phone app to pay for on-street parking (ex: PassportParking)? (This question was not
ask ed in the online survey)
▪

No: 75%

Please indicate which of the following park ing management options you think the City should consider for the Study
Area?
▪

Enforcement of existing restrictions (ex: time limits)

How do you think the City of Winston-Salem should pay for park ing management in the Study Area?
▪
▪

Enforce existing restrictions via ticketing/fines: 37.5%
Appropriations from the City’s General Fund: 37.5%

Who should be responsible for improving parking systems Downtown?
▪

All Citizens: 66.67%

What is your experience in finding locations of public parking garages and surface lots in Downtown WinstonSalem?
▪

Adequate: 50%
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What is your experience in finding Downtown destinations from public garages and surface lots in Downtown
Winston-Salem?
▪

Adequate: 57.14%

How do you perceive safety in public garages?
▪

Similar to my perceptions elsewhere in Downtown: 62.5%

Following the live polling, small groups broke out to discuss the data findings and concerns. A summary of these
discussions are as follows:
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

One stakeholder pointed out that the on-street parking at locations like 4th Street was utilized by taxis/uber.
Potential solution of introducing designated parking for taxi cab drivers was discussed.
By reviewing occupancy maps provided at the meeting, the stakeholders seemed to agree that there was
adequate parking supply to meet the demand. It was discussed that the current trend of high on-street
parking is currently people’s first choice as it is easy and convenient to park at a spot closer to destination.
Incentives to boost parking at decks was discussed. Possible solutions:
o Free parking on weekends
o Charge nominal fee for parking at decks (competitive to on-street parking)
o Make the first hour parking free
o Flat rate vs hourly parking during weekends
Reopening of GMAC parking deck was discussed as it is in close proximity to the area with many dining
options.
Including way finding signs was considered to be a good idea by stakeholders.
Need for public outreach about handicapped on-street parking along with introduction of handicapped
parking incentives at pay stations was discussed.
Providing consistent on-street parking (metered vs pay stations) was suggested by one of the stakeholders.
Improvements to decks to attract new users was discussed. One solution was to upgrade the city owned
decks with LED lighting.
Encouraging restaurant employees to not use convenient parking spaces along with providing valet parking
for restaurant users was suggested by stakeholder.
Increasing on-street parking fee in high demand areas was discussed.
Introducing app based on-street parking was discussed.

From this discussion, it was determined that this study should address the following:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Determine if the existing parking supply will be sufficient for all existing and known future developments.
Identify potential locations for new parking decks.
Provide with study examples on how to improve downtown parking.
Ways to improve decks to attract new deck users.
Need for implementation of way finding signs.
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CHAPTER 4: DEMAND PROJECTIONS
As part of the Downtown Winston-Salem Parking Study, a parking model was developed using Park+, KimleyHorn’s proprietary GIS based parking software, to allow the City to measure how changes in land use, parking,
trip distribution, parking price, and management strategies affect the demands for parking in the study area. The
following section describes the Park+ modeling application for the Downtown Winston-Salem area.

Introduction
The Park+ Model is modeled after traditional supply and demand evaluations, which uses a multi -step process for
evaluating parking demand for a development, community, or campus. The process includes gathering data,
defining characteristics of parking facilities and land uses, selecting appropriate generation rates, and applying
reduction factors. This method was conducted for the entire defined study area and is not site specific. Following
this, scenarios for different conditions were created and the given results were evaluated.
Park+ is built on the idea of proximity to parking, which assumes that parking demands are generally handled
within a specific walking tolerance of a demand generating land use. This methodology is founded on the
relationship between walking distance, price, attractiveness of facility, and general user decision making. This
then results in localized parking generation rates that are predictive of actual demand conditions, which are
representative of realistic parking generation characteristics for individual land uses throughout the study area.
This principle of proximity parking is used in both the initial calibration process as well as the allocation process,
which defines how many people need to park and where. While the general methodology of the Park+ Model
follows traditional shared use parking generation concepts, it differs from how generation rates are calculated
because of a predictive gravity demand modeling algorithm that allocates projected parking demand to adjacent
parking facilities based on the factors listed above. Therefore, private parking facilities only model the demand for
those uses that are allowed to park there, whereas public parking facilities allow all land uses.
Once the model is developed and calibrated to closely reflect existing conditions in the study area, future
scenarios can be developed to evaluate impacts to the parking system based on new development, new or
removed parking, and/or changes to the parking management approach.
As development in the study area continues to intensify, it is essential that parking is properly provided and
managed to accommodate the changes to parking demands. In order to determine the future needs within the
community, the project team assessed multiple aspects of the parking system that could influence how parking is
provided and utilized, as well as how changing parking demands might impact the future development potential
for Winston-Salem. This analysis evaluates current parking behaviors within the study area and impacts to these
behaviors due to future developments with recommendations focused primarily on public facilities.
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Existing Conditions Findings
The study area for the Downtown Winston-Salem Park+ modeling efforts is shown in Figure 4.1 below. The study
area includes the core downtown areas, including the core business area, the 4 th Street restaurant corridor, and
the art’s district. The study area includes 1:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

1,535 apartment and condominium units
2,484,308 square feet of commercial space
303,598 square feet or restaurant and bar space
4,254,983 square feet of office space (general, government, and medical)
16,624 parking spaces, including 1,380 on-street and 15,244 off street spaces (approximately 75% of the
off-street parking spaces are privately owned.)

Figure 4.1: Existing Park+ Demand Analysis Study
Area

Based on the data collected, the peak hour for parking demand in Downtown Winston-Salem is 10:00 AM.

1

Land use information w as derived from City of Winston-Salem parcel information, provided by the City. The parcel
information includes land use category, square footage, dw elling units, and other descriptive information. Vacant buildings and
parcels are indicated in the ArcGIS data and help define actual vacancy and utilization patterns w ithin the study area. Parking
inventory w as based on field collected data.
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Based on the inputs described on the previous page, the following results were came out of the Park+ calibration:
Existing Occupancy Calibration Results
Demand 6,834
Supply 16,624
Surplus/Deficit 9,820

Demand 6,804
Met Demand 6,783
Latent Demand 21

Traditional Demand Calculation

32,491

Table 4.1: Existing Calibration Results

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

1,380
5,058
10,186
16,624

683
2,322
3,778
6,783

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

697
2,736
6,408
9,841

49%
46%
37%
41%

Table 4.2: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type

These results show that there is a demand of 6,783 spaces versus a supply of 16,624 spaces within the study
area, indicating that the study area is operating at approximately 41% of total supply. The output further indicates
that there is a latent demand of 21 spaces, meaning that there are 21 people unable to park within the specified
walking tolerance. However, the distance outside of the walking tolerance could be as little as one inch, to a full
mile. Finally, the model indicates that the demand for parking when using traditional demand metrics is 32,491
spaces, meaning that the actual demand is approximately 79% less than demand predicted by traditional
measures (in this case Institute of Transportation Engineers [ITE] or Urban Land Institute [UKI]).
This analysis indicates that overall, the parking supply within the entire study area has capacity to meet existing
parking demands. However, there are numerous parking facilities, public, private, and on-street, that are at the
effective capacity level (90% occupancy). This can make it difficult for a user to find parking in some areas of the
study area. The map in Figure 4.2 illustrates these facilities with high occupancies.
Figure 4.2 shows the actual occupancy of each of the parking types within the study area at the approximate peak
hour at 10:00 AM. It should be noted that during data collection, some privately -owned facilities did not grant
permission to collect data in their garages, and therefore not all private facilities were able to be included in the
study due to their private nature. However, Figure 4.2 provides a significant enough sample to indicate how the
private off-street parking is utilized in comparison to public off-street and on-street parking. Throughout the study
area, there is availability in each of the parking types, private facilities remain less utilized than public ones, which
is expected due to their restrictive nature. In isolated areas where individual public facilities are at capacity and
are adjacent to private facilities, there may be opportunities to create new public facilities. Table 4.3 shows the
existing occupancy of public and/or City owned facilities.
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Parking Facility Type
City Hall North Lot
4 and Church Deck
6th, Cherry, Trade Deck
Cherry-Marshall Deck
Liberty Main Deck
Center City West Deck
Cherry St and 2nd Deck
115 W 3rd St. Lot
nd
2 and Chestnut Street Lot
3rd & Main St Lot
626 Trade St NW Lot
City Center Lot
First Presbyterian Visitor Lot
Transportation Center Lot
Activity on the Green Lot
WSTA Park and Shuttle North Lot
City-Owned Total
Other Public Parking Total
Total
th

City-Owned
City-Owned
City-Owned
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking
Public Parking

# of
Spaces
97
1520
629
526
526
730
507
16
100
155
45
21
53
26
13
94
2246
2812
5058

Study Area Peak
Hour (10 AM)
% Occupancy
100%
76%
52%
38%
13%
12%
24%
100%
100%
32%
100%
22%
58%
100%
90%
16%
70%
28%
47%

Table 4.3: Public and/or City-Owned Parking Facilities
As seen above, City-owned facilities are occupied at above 50% during the peak hour with two facilities being
75% or higher. Occupancy in the 6th, Cherry, Trade deck could be higher, however the City reserves 250 spaces
for convention center events. With these spaces taken into account, occupancy jumps to 70%. With regard to the
4th and Church deck, while it was not observed at 100% capacity, it has been oversold by the City and there is
currently a waiting list. Private entities, such as representatives of the Winston Tower, are asking for parking
spaces in City-owned decks that are unavailable. Adding new City-owned parking could help solve this issue as
well as be used as an economic development tool to help the City recruit new development to the downtown.
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Figure 4.2
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Future Scenario Development
0-3 Years
The City of Winston-Salem provided a list of future developments that are either currently under construction or
will be developed within the next three years. Those projects and their associated data was used to model
the parking demands for the 0-3 year scenario and can be found below.
Name
Link Apartments
Link Apartments- Retail
Bailey Power Plant- Office
Bailey Power Plant- Retail 1
Bailey Power Plant- Retail 2
Twin City Lofts- Condominiums
Twin City Lofts- Retail
Twin City Lofts- Restaurant
Twin City Lofts- Athletic Club
Hampton Inn & Suites
GMAC- Apartments
GMAC- Retail
GMAC- Office
Price Building- Restaurant
Price Building- Lounge
Pepper Building- Hotel
Pepper Building- Extended Stay Hotel
411 W 4 th Street

M ap ID

2016 Land Use

Future
Land Use

Value and
Unit Type

Associated
Parking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Parking/Transportation
Parking/Transportation
Storage
Storage
Storage
Condominiums
Condominiums
Condominiums
Condominiums
Vacant
Office
Office
Office
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Apartments
General Retail
Office
General Retail
General Retail
Condominiums
General Retail
Restaurant
Athletic Club
Hotel
Apartments
General Retail
Office
Restaurant
Lounge
Hotel
Hotel 3
Restaurant

340 Units
5,000 SQFT
117,560 SQFT
10,000 SQFT
33,240 SQFT
18 Units
5,600 SQFT
3,400 SQFT
3,000 SQFT
119 Rooms
240 Units
1,200 SQFT
300,000 SQFT
8,000 SQFT
20,000 SQFT
123 rooms2
123 rooms2
6,000 SQFT

Yes*
No
No
No
Yes*
Yes*
No
No
No
Yes*
Yes*
Yes*
Yes*
No
No
No
No
No

Table 4.4: 0-3 Year New Land Uses

Name
Link Apartments Deck
Bailey Power Plant- Retail 1
Twin City Lofts- Condominiums
Hampton Inn & Suites
GMAC- Retail
GMAC- Apartments & Office 4
312 N Liberty Lot

Map ID

2016 Parking Type

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

Off-Street Private
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Off-Street Private

Future Parking
Type
Off-Street Public
Off-Street Private
Off-Street Private
Off-Street Private
Off-Street Private
Off-Street Private
N/A

2016 Spaces

Future Spaces

372
0
0
0
0
0
50

850
15
36
80
18
689
0

Table 4.5: 0-3 Year New Parking Facilities
New development in the next three years is throughout downtown Winston-Salem, however tends to generally be
located in the central and eastern parts of the study area. Uses fall within the residential, retail, office, or
entertainment categories. In addition to new land uses, five new parking areas are proposed and one (the GMAC
4th Street Deck) is designated to reopen. Due to the construction on the Link Apartments, the P1 visitors lot is
removed during the 0-3 year scenario. Four land uses associated with the Wake Innovation Center currently park
in this facility and will need to be reallocated to a new one if this development is fully followed. A map of the above
new developments, both land use and parking, can be found on the next page. The peak hour of 10 AM was used
for this scenario.

*Indicates that there is associated parking in Table 4.5
2 Coded as Apartment for modeling purposes. Extended Stay Hotel’s function more as an apartment use versus a hotel use.
3 Number of rooms estimated based on hotels w ithin the study area and the 40,000 SQFT associated w ith the sit e.
4
Existing deck, how ever w as not open during 2016 data collection.
NOTE: Data in tables is from 2017 and may not reflect built conditions.
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Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.4
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0-3 Year Occupancy Scenario Results
Demand 7,202
Supply 17,890
Surplus/Deficit 10,688

Demand 7,202
Met Demand 7,179
Latent Demand 23

Traditional Demand Calculation

32,421

Table 4.6: 0-3 Year Scenario Results

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

1,380
5,089
11,421
17,890

722
2,632
3,824
7,179

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

658
2,457
7,597
10,711

52%
52%
33%
40%

Table 4.7: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type

The above results show that there is a 396 space (6%) increase in demand between the base year (2016) and the
0-3 year scenario (6,783 vs. 7,179), as well as a supply increase of 1,266 spaces (7%) (16,624 vs. 17,890). The
scenario indicates that the study area is operating at approximately 40% of total supply, compared with 41%
during the base year. Additionally, the output indicates that the latent demand is 23 spaces. Finally, the model
indicates that the demand for parking when using traditional demand metrics is 32,421 spaces, meaning that the
actual demand is approximately 78% less than demand predicted by traditional measures (in this case ITE or
ULI), 1% less than in the base year model.
Parking demand around the proposed developments added in this scenario increased slightly, but the parking
supply in new and existing facilities is able to absorb the additional demand. This is because a significant number
of the new developments are providing parking with their development. Some of the new demand, where parking
is not being provided, is absorbed in public facilities, which accounts for the increase in the occupancies for both
on-street and public off-street facilities.
For example, the model projects peak hour parking occupancy rates at the 4 th and Church parking deck will
increase to an occupancy rate of greater than 90%.
A more in-depth look at some smaller study areas within the Downtown can be found later in this chapter.
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4+ Years
A scenario projecting development in four years and beyond was also created. This model includes all of the
projected development from the 0-3 year scenario but with the additions listed below.
M ap ID

2016 Land Use

Future
Land Use

Value and
Unit Type

Associated
Parking

Liberty St, 6 th St, Main St- Restaurant

1

General Retail,
Manufacturing,
Parking/Transportation

Restaurant

30,000 SQFT

No

Liberty St, 6 th St, Main St- Lounge

2

General Retail,
Manufacturing,
Parking/Transportation

Lounge

30,000 SQFT

No

Name

Table 4.8: 4+ Year New Land Uses

Map ID

2016 Parking Type

Future Parking
Type

2016 Spaces

Future Spaces

City Hall North Parking Deck5

P1

Off-Street Private

Off-Street Public

97

423

629 N Liberty St Lot

P2

Off-Street Private

N/A

30

0

Name

Table 4.9: 4+Year New Parking Facilities

New development in the 4+ years scenario concentrates on the addition of new entertainment uses in the north
central portion of the study area as well as adding a parking deck adjacent to City Hall. A map of the above new
developments, both land use and parking, can be found on the next page. The peak hour of 10 AM was used for
this scenario.

5

These assumptions w ere modeled to evaluate the effectiveness of the garage from a management perspective. More
information on the proposed City Hall North parking deck in the 4+ year s cenario can be found in Chapter 5 of this
document.
NOTE: Data in tables is from 2017 and may not reflect built conditions.
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Figure 4.5

1& 2
P2

P1
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Figure 4.6
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4+ Year Occupancy Calibration Results
Demand 7,342
Supply 18,186
Surplus/Deficit 10,844

Demand 7,342
Met Demand 7,319
Latent Demand 23

Traditional Demand Calculation

32,361

Table 4.17: 4+ Year Calibration Results

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

1,380
5,415
11,391
18,186

743
2,930
3,646
7,319

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

637
2,485
7,745
10,867

54%
54%
32%
40%

Table 4.18: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type

The above results show that there is a 140 space (2%) increase in demand between the 0-3 year scenario and
the 4+ year scenario (7,179 vs. 7,319), as well as an overall supply increase of 296 spaces (1.7%) (17,890 vs.
18,186). The scenario indicates that the study area is operating at approximately 40% of total supply. Additionally,
the output indicates that the latent demand is 23 spaces. Finally, the model indicates that the demand for parking
when using traditional demand metrics is 32,361 spaces, meaning that the actual demand is approximately 78%
less than demand predicted by traditional measures (in this case ITE or ULI), the same as the 0-3 year scenario
and 1% less than in the base year model. The peak hour of 10 AM was used for this scenario.

Small Area Models
Several locations, which were identified by the City, were modeled to project parking demand within a smaller
study area. The areas were modeled to show parking demand within a 500-foot walking radius, however land
uses and parking facilities located immediately outside the study area, have effect on demand. The changes
between scenarios will make some facilities more attractive in the model due to walking distance, allocations, and
number of available spaces. As new developments and associated parking demands are added to the model, the
distribution of parking shifts as the demands shift. So, while these are isolated snapshots of select areas, they are
part of a larger parking system that will affect the parking distribution. These locations can be found below:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Around City Hall during the day, during the work week (the peak hour of 10 AM was selected)
7th and Liberty after 5PM
4th and Patterson (the peak hour of 10 AM was selected)
4th and Marshall (the peak hour of 10 AM was selected)
4th and Poplar following GMAC reopening and construction (the peak hour of 10 AM was selected)
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City Hall
City Hall (0-3 Years)

▪

▪
▪

Demand

1,309

Supply
Surplus/Deficit

1,326
17

Parking demand is very high during the peak hour in the area
surrounding City Hall for both on and off-street. This demand
could potentially be met with spaces in the parking deck on the
east side of Church Street. However, that deck is a privatelyowned facility reserved for use by tenants of the Wells Fargo. At
present, the Wells Fargo building is not fully occupied, but Wells
Fargo representatives expressed a need to retain those spaces for future tenants.
Public off-street parking has a demand of 518 spaces with a deficit of 539 spaces.
Private off-street parking has a demand of 753 spaces, however with a supply of 1,057, there is a surplus
of 573 spaces.

City Hall (4+ Years)

▪

Demand

1,447

Supply
Surplus/Deficit

1,652
205

Demand in 4+ years is added outside of this selection area, so
while the land uses (which contributes to the demand
calculation) around City Hall remains the same, the occupancy
is redistributed to fill up the potential future City Hall North deck
because it has become a more desired option for users. That
being said, the deck does create a surplus of 205 spaces within
this study area.

7th and Liberty
7th & Liberty (4+ Years)

▪

Demand

569

Supply
Surplus/Deficit

738
169

Despite a surface lot being taken away to make room for the
new 60,000 square feet of entertainment space, supply
outweighs demand by 169 spaces. However, most of off-street
parking in this area is privately owned. When compared to
evening hours in this area, there is far less demand at the 10:00
AM overall peak hour. Further study was conducted in this area
and can be found on page 50.
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4th and Patterson
4th & Patterson (0-3 Years)

▪

Demand

1,830

Supply
Surplus/Deficit

1,839
9

The majority of off-street parking in the area is privately owned;
however the 4th and Church deck is able to absorb some of the
demand generated by the Price Building Restaurant and
Lounge as well as the Bailey Power Plant Office and Retail. In
this scenario, the 4th and Church deck is at a effective capacity
where it can take no more vehicles.

4th and Marshall
4th & Marshall (0-3 Years)
Demand
Supply
Surplus/Deficit
▪

490
1,036
546

Ancillary parking demand generated by new land uses such as
the Twin City Lofts retail and restaurant were able to be
absorbed into the public Cherry Marshall deck, however this
could be a future concern as more development arrives due to
this being the singular public facility in the area.

4th and Poplar
4th & Poplar (Existing)

▪
▪

Demand

197

Supply
Surplus/Deficit

729
532

Demand in this area is very low in the area.
o There is a surplus of 532 spaces.
There is no public off-street parking.
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4th & Poplar (0-3 Years)
Demand
Supply
Surplus/Deficit

▪
▪

231
1,436
1,205

Reopening the GMAC garage does little for overall demand
due to the structure being privately owned.
On-Street occupancy increases due to the addition of new
land uses with no allocated parking. Most of the new land uses
in the area have associated parking and those that do not
produce little demand.

7th and Liberty Street Entertainment District
Existing Conditions
Following initial data collection, several restaurants, bars, and lounges opened in the area surrounding 7th and
Liberty Streets. Parking during the evening hours in this area has reportedly become difficult and therefore
additional data collection was conducted in February 2018 on a Friday and Saturday evening from 4:00 PM -8:00
PM. Figure 4.3 below, shows the study area for evening data collection. The study area includes:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

571 apartment and condominium units
494,334 square feet of general retail space
94,395 square feet or restaurant and bar space
148,238 square feet of office space (general and government)
3,724 parking spaces, including 391 on-street and 3,333 off street spaces (approximately 75% of the offstreet spaces are privately owned.)
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Figure 4.7: Existing 7th and Liberty Entertainment District Demand Analysis Study Area

The two municipally owned parking facilities in this study area (Sixth/Cherry/Trade
and the WSTA lot located near the intersection of Seventh and Marshall) provide
some public parking supply for this area, but are located approximately 1200’ from
the middle of the study area. This is greater than most people are willing to walk. In
addition, the signage at the entrance to the WTSA lot is ambiguous, and evening
visitors may be uncertain if they can park in this parking lot. See photo below.
Based on the data collected, the peak hour for parking demand on Friday evening
is 7:00 PM and the peak hour for Saturday evening is 8:00 PM.
Using the same methodology presented in Chapter 2, Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the
study area occupancy for a Friday and Saturday evening. This time period
represents the peak occupancy for the Downtown entertainment study area.
Although this time period does not necessarily correspond to the peak occupancy
for each individual facility, it does provide an illustration of the relationship between
all of the facilities during the peak period.
Photo at Marshall Street Driveway to WSTA parkand-ride lot.
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Figure 4.8: 7th and Liberty Entertainment District Friday Evening Observed Occupancy

The following observations can be interpolated from the above figure:
▪

On an average Friday evening, on-street parking is at 90+% capacity on most streets, particularly on Liberty
and Main Streets. This is likely due to on-street parking being free of charge after 5:00 PM. The majority of
surface lots are underutilized, falling into the <50% occupied or 51-75% occupied spaces due to being
privately owned and restricted. At the peak hour, the Sixth/Cherry/Trade Deck is only 22% occupied.
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Figure 4.9: 7th and Liberty Entertainment District Saturday Evening Observed Occupancy

The following observations can be interpolated from the above figure:
▪

On an average Saturday evening, on-street parking is ranges from 75-90+% capacity on most streets,
particularly on Liberty Street. This is likely due to on-street parking being free of charge on weekends.
The majority of surface lots are underutilized, falling into the <50% occupied or 51-75% occupied spaces
due to privately owned and posted parking restrictions. However, there are more private lots at 75-90%
than observed on Friday evening. At the peak hour, the Sixth/Cherry/Trade Deck is 35% occupied, which
is a higher occupancy than observed on Friday evening.
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Figure 4.10
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Entertainment District Occupancy Calibration Results
Demand 1,112
Supply 3,537
Surplus/Deficit 2,425

Demand 1,112
Met Demand 1,108
Latent Demand 4

Traditional Demand Calculation

9,314

Table 4.12: Entertainment District Existing Calibration Results- Friday

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

405
723
2,409
3,537

309
173
626
1,108

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

96
550
1,783
2,429

76%
24%
26%
31%

Table 4.13: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Friday

These results show that there is a demand of 1,108 spaces versus a supply of 3,537 spaces within the study
area, indicating that the study area is operating at approximately 31% of total supply. The output further indicates
that there is a latent demand of 4 spaces, meaning that there are 4 people unable to park within the specified
walking tolerance. However, as mentioned previous, the distance outside of the walking tolerance could be as
little as one inch, to a full mile. Finally, the model indicates that the demand for parking when using traditional
demand metrics is 9,314 spaces, meaning that the actual demand is approximately 88% less than demand
predicted by traditional measures.
This analysis indicates that overall, the parking within the entire study area has capacity to meet existing parking
demands. The majority of on-street parking, which is free after 5:00 PM, has an occupancy of 90% or higher.
However, most of the parking spaces in the study area are privately owned and therefore not available to the
public making it difficult to find parking in some parts of the study area. In contrast, the 6th/Cherry/Trade deck is
only 25% occupied at the peak hour.
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The area north of 7th street in particular has seen significant growth, causing substantial parking issues as there
is no public off-street in the area and very little available on-street parking. A breakdown of this area can be seen
in the table below.

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

105
0
328
433

69
0
181
249

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

36
0
147
184

66%
0
55%
58%

Table 4.14: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Friday
These results show that there is a demand of 249 spaces versus a supply of 433 spaces within this area,
indicating that as a whole, the parking system is 58% occupied. As previously mentioned, the majority of parking
in this area is private, therefore providing very little public parking. Most of the on-street south of Martin Luther
King Jr. (MLK) Drive is highly occupied when compared to the parking north of the road. On-Street is 66%
occupied with 36 spaces available, of which most is north of MLK Drive.
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Figure 4.11

Entertainment District Occupancy Calibration Results
Demand 1,149
Supply 3,537
Surplus/Deficit 2,388

Demand 1,149
Met Demand 1,145
Latent Demand 4

Traditional Demand Calculation

5,906

Table 4.15: Entertainment District Existing Calibration Results- Saturday

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street 405
Public Off-Street 723
Private Off-Street 2,409
Total

3,537

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

285
255
605

120
468
1,804

70%
35%
25%

1,145

2,392

32%

Table 4.16: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Saturday
These results show that there is a demand of 1,145 spaces versus a supply of 3,537 spaces within the study
area, indicating that the study area is operating at approximately 32% of total supply. This is a difference of 1%
between Friday and Saturday evenings. The output further indicates that there is a latent demand of 4 spaces,
meaning that there are 4 people unable to park within the specified walking tolerance. Finally, the model indicates
that the demand for parking when using traditional demand metrics is 5,906 spaces, meaning that the actual
demand is approximately 81% less than demand predicted by traditional measures; a 7% difference between
Friday and Saturday evening.
There are few differences between the Friday and Saturday evening models at the existing level apart from the
1% demand increase. The majority of on-street parking has an occupancy of 90% or higher while the
6th/Cherry/Trade deck is only 35% occupied at the peak hour.
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A breakdown of the 7th Street area can be seen in the table below.

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street 105
Public Off-Street 0
Private Off-Street 328
Total

433

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

51
0
202

54
0
126

48%
0
62%

252

181

58%

Table 4.17: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Saturday
These results show that there is a demand of 252 spaces versus a supply of 433 spaces within this area,
indicating that as a whole, the parking system is 58% occupied. As previously mentioned, the majority of parking
in this area is private, therefore providing very little public parking. Most of the on-street south of Martin Luther
King Jr. Drive is highly occupied when compared to the parking north of the road. On-Street is 48% occupied with
54 spaces available, of which most is north of MLK Drive.
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Future Scenario Development
0-3 YEARS
The Park+ model can project parking conditions with the addition of new development. The City of Winston-Salem
provided a list of future developments that are either currently under construction or will be developed within the
next several years. Those projects and their associated data was used to model the Entertainment District future
scenario and can be found in Table 4.18.

Name
Ramkat Music Hall
EG Forest Building Restaurant
EG Forest Building Lounge
AC Deco Restaurant
AC Deco Lounge
Fain Properties Apartments
Fain Properties Retail
Fain Properties Restaurant
Chronicle Building Retail
Chronicle Building Restaurant
Chronicle Building Lounge
Miller Retail Site Apartments
Miller Retail Site Restaurant
Miller Retail Site Retail

M ap ID

2018 Land Use

Future
Land Use

Value and
Unit Type

Associated
Parking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Lounge
Warehouse
Warehouse
Warehouse
Warehouse
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
General Retail
General Retail
General Retail

Lounge
Restaurant
Lounge
Restaurant
Lounge
Apartments
General Retail
Restaurant
General Retail
Restaurant
Lounge
Apartments
Restaurant
General Retail

11,670 SQFT
3,000 SQFT
2,000 SQFT
10,000 SQFT
10,000 SQFT
8 Units
1,000 SQFT
1,000 SQFT
1,666 SQFT
1,666 SQFT
1,666 SQFT
8 Units
1,000 SQFT
1,000 SQFT

Yes*6
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Table 4.18: Entertainment District New Land Uses

Name
Ramkat Music Hall Parking

Map ID

2018 Parking Type

P1

Off-Street Private

Future Parking
Type
Off-Street Private

2018 Spaces

Future Spaces

N/A

40 7

Table 4.19: Entertainment District New Parking Facilities

*Indicates that there is associated parking in Table 4.19
7 This is an existing surface lot that is being assigned to a new use.
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Figure 4.12

2, 3
P1
1

4, 5
9, 10, 11
12, 13, 14
6, 7, 8
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Figure 4.13
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Figure 4.14
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0-3 Year Entertainment District Scenario Results
Demand 1,185
Supply 3,537
Surplus/Deficit 2,352

Demand 1,185
Met Demand 1,179
Latent Demand 6

Traditional Demand Calculation

9,644

Table 4.20: 0-3 Year Entertainment District Scenario Results- Friday

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

405
723
2,409
3,537

331
183
665
1,179

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

74
540
1,744
2,358

82%
25%
28%
33%

Table 4.21: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Friday

The above results show that there is a 71 space (6%) increase in demand between the Friday evening base year
(2018) and the Friday evening 0-3 year scenario (1,108 vs. 1,179). The scenario indicates that the study area is
operating at approximately 33% of total supply, compared with 31% during the base year. Additionally, the output
indicates that the latent demand is 6 spaces. Finally, the model shows that the demand for parking when using
traditional demand metrics is 9,644 spaces, meaning that the actual demand is approximately 88% less than
demand predicted by traditional measures, the same as in the base year model.
Parking demand around the proposed developments added in this scenario increased slightly, however the
majority of public parking surrounding these new uses were already at effective capacity during the base year.
Once again, the 6th/Cherry/Trade deck was underutilized as seen in the base year model.
0-3 Year Entertainment District Scenario Results
Demand 1,236
Supply 3,537
Surplus/Deficit 2,301

Demand 1,236
Met Demand 1,233
Latent Demand 3

Traditional Demand Calculation

6,274

Table 4.22: 0-3 Year Entertainment District Scenario Results- Saturday

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

405
723
2,409
3,537

347
245
436
1,233

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

58
478
1,973
2,304

86%
34%
18%
35%

Table 4.23: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Saturday
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The results from the Saturday evening scenario run show that there is a 71 space (6%) increase in demand
between the Saturday evening base year (2018) and the Saturday evening 0-3 year scenario (1,145 vs. 1,233).
The scenario indicates that the study area is operating at approximately 35% of total supply, compared with 32%
during the base year. Additionally, the output indicates that the latent demand is 3 spaces. Finally, the model
shows that the demand for parking when using traditional demand metrics is 6,274 spaces, meaning that the
actual demand is approximately 80% less than demand predicted by traditional measures, the same as in the
base year model.
Parking demand around the proposed developments added in this scenario increased slightly, however the
majority of public parking surrounding these new uses were already at effective capacity during the base year.
Most notably, on-street parking surrounding the Ramkat Music Hall and Wise Man Brewing increased
dramatically. As in the Friday evening scenario, the 6th/Cherry/Trade deck was underutilized.

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

105
0
328
433

88
0
182
269

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

17
0
146
164

83%
0
55%
62%

Table 4.24: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Friday

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

105
0
328
433

95
0
202
297

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

10
0
126
136

90%
0
62%
69%

Table 4.25: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Saturday
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When looking at the 7th Street area, the results show that there is a total demand of 269 spaces versus a supply
of 433 spaces within this area, indicating that as a whole, the parking system is 62% occupied. On-Street is 83%
occupied with 17 spaces available, of which most is north of MLK Drive. Saturday evening in 0-3 years shows
significant demand for on-street parking at 90% occupied while private off-street stays relatively the same.
4+ YEARS
The Park+ model can project parking conditions with the addition of new development. The City of Winston-Salem
provided a list of future developments that are either currently under construction or will be developed within the
next several years. Those projects and their associated data was used to model the Entertainment District future
scenario and can be found below. Five private parking lots on the Main Street block between 6 th and 7th Streets
were removed as part of this scenario.
Name
Future Mixed Use 1-5 Retail
Future Mixed Use 1-5 Lounge
Future Mixed Use 1-5 Restaurant

M ap ID

2018 Land Use

Future
Land Use

Value and
Unit Type

Associated
Parking

15-19
20-24
25-29

Parking/Transportation
Parking/Transportation
Parking/Transportation

General Retail
Lounge
Restaurant

Each 6,666 SQFT
Each 6,666 SQFT
Each 6,666 SQFT

No
No
No

Table 4.26: Entertainment District New Land Uses
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Figure 4.15

15, 20, 25
16, 21, 26
17, 22, 27
18, 23, 28
19, 24, 29

Figure 4.16
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Figure 4.17

4+ Year Entertainment District Scenario Results
Demand 1,404
Supply 3,406
Surplus/Deficit 2,002

Demand 1,404
Met Demand 1,376
Latent Demand 28

Traditional Demand Calculation

10,831

Table 4.27: 4+ Year Entertainment District Scenario Results- Friday

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

405
723
2,278
3,406

330
324
622
1,276

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

75
399
1,656
2,130

81%
45%
27%
37%

Table 4.28: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Friday

The above results show that there is a 197 space (14%) increase in demand between the Friday evening 0-3 year
scenario and the Friday evening 4+ year scenario (1,179 vs. 1,376). The scenario indicates that the study area is
operating at approximately 37% of total supply, compared with 33% during the 0-3 year scenario. Additionally, the
output indicates that the latent demand is 28 spaces. Finally, the model shows that the demand for parking when
using traditional demand metrics is 10,831 spaces, meaning that the actual demand is approximately 87% less
than demand predicted by traditional measures, 1% less than in the 0-3 year scenario.
Parking demand around the proposed developments added in this scenario continue to be highly occupied while
the Sixth/Cherry/Trade deck was underutilized.
4+ Year Entertainment District Scenario Results
Demand 1,236
Supply 3,406
Surplus/Deficit 2,170

Demand 1,236
Met Demand 1,231
Latent Demand 5

Traditional Demand Calculation

6,274

Table 4.29: 4+ Year Entertainment District Scenario Results- Saturday
Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

405
723
2,278
3,406

355
273
603
1,231

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

50
450
1,675
2,175

88%
38%
26%
36%

Table 4.30: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Saturday
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The above results show that there is a 1 space (0.2%) decrease in demand between the Saturday evening 0-3
year scenario and the Saturday evening 4+ year scenario (1,233 vs. 1,231). The scenario indicates that the study
area is operating at approximately 36% of total supply, compared with 37% during the 0-3 year scenario.
Additionally, the output indicates that the latent demand is 5 spaces. Finally, the model shows that the demand for
parking when using traditional demand metrics is 6,274 spaces, meaning that the actual demand is approximately
80% less than demand predicted by traditional measures, the same as in the 0-3 year scenario.
As in the Friday evening scenario, parking demand around the proposed developments added in this scenario
continue to be highly occupied while the 6th/Cherry/Trade deck was underutilized.

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

105
0
328
433

105
0
210
315

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

0
0
118
118

100%
0
64%
73%

Table 4.31: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Friday

Parking Type # of Spaces Demand
On-Street
Public Off-Street
Private Off-Street
Total

105
0
328
433

97
0
208
305

Surplus/Deficit

% Occupancy

8
0
120
128

92%
0
63%
70%

Table 4.32: Occupancy and Demand by Parking Type- Saturday
When looking at the 7th Street area, the results show that there is a demand of 315 spaces versus a supply of 433
spaces within this area, indicating that as a whole, the parking system is 73% occupied. On-Street is fully utilized
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at 100% of spaces occupied. Saturday evening shows similar circumstances with significant demand for on-street
parking at 92% occupied while private off-street stays relatively the same.

Parking Demand Conclusions
Below is a list of conclusions observed by Kimley-Horn during the modeling process:

Calibrated Model
▪

▪
▪

▪

o

As it stands today, there is far more supply then there is demand for parking in the downtown area; a
difference of more than 11,500 spaces not including those private facilities that were restricted during
data collection as stated earlier in this chapter. Those facilities may have a greater demand than the rest
of those in the study area. However, most of the “surplus” parking supply is privately owned and not
available for public use.
As shown in the small area models above, some areas within the Downtown (City Hall, 4 th and Patterson)
are projected to experience parking deficits soon, making the addition of new City -owned parking a very
viable option.
Calibration of the model confirmed the occupancy results that concluded that on-street parking has a far
greater demand compared to off-street parking. This supports the recommendation of increasing the onstreet parking rate from $0.25 per hour to $1.25 per hour in locations where there is high demand, and
$1.00 per hour at pay stations and in locations where existing demand is observed to be low.
▪ This alternative allows patrons who are willing to walk further to pay a lower rate for parking, as
well as encouraging those requiring more time park off-street and increase on-street turnover.
Off-street parking rates currently vary by location and time of day. Peak utilization for off-street hourly
rates is listed on the following page.
▪ Public Facilities: $1.00/hour
o Trade and Liberty Parking lot: $0.25/half hour ($0.50/hour)
▪ Private Facilities
o Private lot at the corner of main Street and Third Street: $3.50/hour
These off-street rates are in sharp contrast to those listed for on-street parking. In order to increase City
leverage in the parking realm, the following is recommended:
▪ Leave existing off-street parking facilities rate of $1.00/hour unchanged
▪ Increase monthly parking fee by $10.00/month for all City-owned off-street facilities within the
Study Area
o Implement enhanced payment options such as pay by app and additional pay stations.

0-3 Year Scenario
▪

Many new developments are being built without associated parking
o While currently only 308 spaces of demand is being generated, as more development comes into
the area, this number could drastically change.
o This will be of future interest when looking at specific area demand. Because little to no parking is
being built with these developments, latent demand may ensue and is likely to become an issue
with regard to public facilities. However, this could be an important opportunity for private
developers to introduce shared-use parking and increase the occupancy of those facilities with
little to no occupancy.
o Furthermore, the City has the opportunity to add additional parking supply as an economic
development tool to incentivize additional downtown development.

4+ Year Scenario
▪

City Hall Deck
o As seen in the selection areas, demand for a garage near City Hall could be very high given the
current interest for the existing facility and for public parking in general from both the public and
private developers.
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o

▪

A deck in this location could help provide parking supply in the Downtown that has been asked of
by the City from private developers.
o Adding a deck at this location would additionally help to offset demand generated by the new
County facility that will be built nearby.
7th and Liberty Entertainment District
o Demand generated by the 60,000 square feet of restaurant and lounges is 390 spaces.
o Despite a surface lot being taken away to make room for the new 60,000 square feet of
entertainment space, supply outweighs demand by over 250 spaces. That being said, the
majority of off-street parking in this area is private. This could be concern as this area becomes
more popular and development increases. With so little public parking available, this may be a
location where additional City-owned parking is provided.

7th and Liberty Entertainment District
▪

▪

All but one of the proposed developments within this study area is being developed or redeveloped
without associated parking
o Most of the parking in the study area is private, meaning demand from these new developments s
is being pushed to on-street parking and the few public convenient off-street areas, which are
highly occupied in the existing conditions.
Most on-street parking is at or above effective capacity during the base year and future scenarios for both
Friday and Saturday evenings. In contrast, the 6th/Cherry/Trade Deck sits below 50% occupied in all
scenarios.
o It is recommended the City promote the use of shared parking concepts in the 7 th and Liberty
Entertainment District for evenings and weekends. As a first step, the City should modify the
signing at the WSTA park-and-ride lot to clearly state the lot is available for public parking during
nights and weekends. This action will set the example that the City is encouraging parked
parking.
o The City should contact the private owners of parking lots in the Entertainment District that are
underutilized and seek to enter into agreements with them such that their parking areas may be
used by patrons on nights and weekends. These agreements should include periodic cleaning of
the parking lot, a monetary payment by the City to compensate the owner for operating expenses
(such as lighting) and the City may have to assume some liability for accidents that may happen
on private property. However, these shared parking agreements would be less expensive that the
acquisition of land and construction of a new parking lot, while helping to mitigate the observed
parking issues.
o The Sixth/Cherry/Trade parking deck is an underutilized parking asset in this District. While it is
not convenient to the entire study area, its use could be enhanced with some, or all of the
following strategies:
▪ Enhanced pedestrian wayfinding to guide users back to the parking garage. There is
adequate vehicular wayfinding to help drivers find the Sixth/Cherry/Trade parking garage.
However, the topography and nature of the street pattern in the Entertainment District
could make it difficult for a user to find the return path to the garage – particularly at night
in the dark. Pedestrian wayfinding may encourage more visitors to park in the garage and
walk to area businesses.
▪ Encouraging the use of the garage for valet parking operations. The City could provide
free, or low-cost parking rates in the Sixth/Cherry/Trade parking garage to valet parking
operators. Area business could then be encouraged to offer “free” valet parking to their
customers.
▪ The City should evaluate making changes to their evening parking rates in this area. The
current rate structure of free on-street parking and a $2 fee to park in the
Sixth/Cherry/Trade parking garage is a disincentive for users of the garage. An option to
be evaluate is to charge for on-street parking until 10 PM, while providing free in the
Sixth/Cherry/Trade parking garage for nights and weekends. Users who do not want to
pay for parking would have the opportunity to park in the garage; those willing to pay for
convenience of on-street parking could do so
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▪

o

o
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If changes to the rate structure are implemented, there needs to a concentrated
marketing campaign to inform users of the changes.
Further study should be conducted to determine the users of the on-street parking
▪ As seen in the observed weekend conditions of the core area (see page 21), on-street
parking around restaurants and lounges remains at 90+% capacity beginning at 5 PM,
which is likely due to employees parking in these spaces. Implementing an employee
parking permit program could further help to reduce occupancy on-street and could
likewise increase demand in the deck.
With the growing use of shared mobility and ride sharing, (Uber, Lyft, etc.) the City should
designate pick-up and drop-off areas (lay-bys) within the District. This will help manage traffic and
parking in the District and reduce the amount of “double parking” that occurs during pick-ups and
drop-offs.

CHAPTER 5: SITE OPTIONS AND FEASIBILITY
As part of this study, the Consultant was tasked with preparing conceptual design alternatives for a potential
parking garage on the current City owned lot north of old City Hall bordered by Main Street to the east, E 2 nd
Street to the North, and Church Street to the West. The conceptual plans are included in the appendix.
All concepts assume fully automated fee collection and pay-in-lane parking revenue control equipment. The
concepts account for the existing tunnel located under the parking lot. Furthermore, all concepts preserve the
existing statue of Richard Joshua Reynolds located in the southeast corner of Main Street and 2 nd Street.

Concept 1- Location 1
Vehicular Ingress and Egress
▪
▪

Main Street: Single lane entry and single lane exit with middle reversible lane
Church Street: Individual single lane entry and individual single lane exit at the north and south ends
respectively

Pedestrian Ingress and Egress
▪
▪

Northeast Stairwell/Elevator Tower into garage and onto 2nd Street
Southwest Stairwell/Elevator Tower into garage and onto path between garage and old City Hall

Parking Spaces by Level
Level

Total Parking Spaces

P5
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P4
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P3
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P2
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P1
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces

79
79
0
96
96
0
96
96
0
96
96
0
56
46
10
Located at Main St Entrance
and center of garage

Bicycle Parking
Total

423

Table 5.1: Concept 1- Location 1
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Concept 1- Location 2
Vehicular Ingress and Egress
▪
▪

Main Street: Single lane entry and single lane exit with middle reversible lane
Church Street: Individual single lane entry and individual single lane exit at the north and south ends
respectively

Pedestrian Ingress and Egress
▪
▪

Northeast Stairw ell/Elevator Tow er into garage and onto 2nd Street
Southw est Stairw ell/Elevator Tow er into garage and onto path betw een garage and old City Hall

Parking Spaces by Level

Level

Total Parking Spaces

P5
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P4
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P3
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P2
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P1
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces

81
81
0
98
98
0
98
98
0
98
98
0
53
43
10
Located at Main St Entrance
and center of garage

Bicycle Parking
Total

Table 5.2: Concept 1- Location 2
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428

Concept 2
Vehicular Ingress and Egress
▪
▪

Main Street: Individual single lane entry north end and individual double lane exit south end
Church Street: Individual exit north end individual double lane entry at south end

Pedestrian Ingress and Egress
▪
▪

Northeast Stairw ell/Elevator Tow er into garage
Southw est Stairw ell/Elevator Tow er into garage and onto Main Street

Parking Spaces by Level

Level

Total Parking Spaces

P5
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P4
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P3
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P2
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
P1
Regular Spaces
Handicap Spaces
Bicycle Parking

96
96
0
132
132
0
132
132
0
132
132
0
111
94
17
Located on 2nd St side,
center of garage

Total

603

Table 5.3: Concept 2
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CHAPTER 6: COSTS AND FUNDING OPTIONS
State of the Parking Practice
This section summarizes the technology currently available in the parking industry. It focuses primarily on on-street
payment technologies such as: pay-by-space meters, pay-and-display meters, credit-card-capable single-space
meters, pay-by-license-plate meters, and pay by cell and smart phone applications.

Payment Technology
Winston-Salem uses pay stations throughout several locations serving their parking system, as well as single-space
meters. Most parking patrons appreciate the convenience of payment options (i.e., credit cards) that are provided
by pay stations. Parking payment technology types were investigated as part of this study and are described below.
PAY BY SPACE
Pay by space is a multi-space meter operational methodology that has grown in popularity over the past few years.
This type of technology is used by the City of Winston-Salem in a few areas including on-street near the Forsyth
County Detention Center. The user interface is initially more complicated, but has definite advantages that need to
be considered when assessing multi-space meter selection and implementation.
The basic premise of the pay-by-space methodology is that the motorist
parks in a space, notes the space number, and proceeds to the closest
multi-space meter located near their vehicle. In an on-street application,
there are usually one or two machines per block face.
The motorist then operates the multi-space meter as directed by the
manufacturer’s instructions. Some of the newer meters have instructions
right on their digital
displays, giving
motorists step-bystep instructions on
how to pay for
parking. They may
also offer various options at the time of purchase such as the
ability to add time or use coupons or special payment cards or
codes. The motorist then takes their receipt and proceeds to their
destination without having to return to their vehicle to display the
receipt.
If all the pay-by-space machines are networked, the motorist
could actually add more time for their space number at any meter
(not just the one on the block face where they parked) as long as
they did not exceed the time limit that applied to their space. The amount of additional time allowed can be assigned
on a space-by-space basis as defined in the parking policy rules of the governing agency.
An important element of a pay-by-space system is the need to number each space. Some argue t hat this
requirement defeats the use of multi-space meters to “declutter” the streetscape.
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PAY AND DISPLAY
The pay-and-display system has the greatest market share in the U.S., partly because it
was the first model introduced. This is also the model recently installed in some of the
eastern areas of Downtown Winston-Salem. The motorist parks and walks to a multispace meter operating in pay-and-display mode. The motorist then pays for the desired
duration of parking using coin, cash, credit card, or smart card and receives a receipt for
payment. The parking patron then returns to their vehicle and displays the receipt on the
dashboard with the expiration time visible. The displayed receipt proves to the
enforcement staff that the space has indeed been paid for through the time printed on the
displayed receipt.
There are several reasons for the widespread application of pay-and-display systems:
▪
▪
▪

▪

Pay and display has been in use longer than pay by space.
Europe uses pay and display almost exclusively and only recently
has considered pay by space.
Pay and display is favored for areas that receive significant snowfall,
since keeping space numbers visible (a requirement for the pay -byspace methodology) is more problematic with snow and ice on the
ground. Vandalism and snow removal tools accidently causing
damage to the numbers also can pose problems with the pay -byspace method.
Pay and display is a simpler technology for owners to manage and
patrons to use.

CREDIT-CARD-CAPABLE SINGLE-SPACE METERS
A viable alternative to the multi-space meter method that provides many of its primary benefits—
i.e., improved customer payment options, ease of use, and back -end software support—is singlespace meters capable of accepting payment via credit card. Currently, only a few vendors provide
the option to retrofit single-space meter housings with an electronic mechanism that can perform
online credit card transactions as well as continued acceptance of coin, smart card, and cell phone
payments. Credit-card-capable single-space meters also must meet the Payment Card Industry
(PCI) security standards. Credit card transactions are encrypted and authorized, and only the last
four digits of each credit card number are stored within the meters for security purposes.
PAY BY LICENSE PLATE
Pay by license plate is an operating methodology that has been brought from
Europe to the U.S. and Canada. Rather than using space numbers, this method
requires motorists to pay for parking by entering their license plate number (as
well as parking zone, if applicable) into a multi-space meter or cell phone
payment system.
While this methodology works well in Europe, it has been slower to take hold
in the U.S. due to the wide variety of license plates in our country. Europe uses
a standard license plate with straight-line numbers assigned by country. Europe
does not allow vanity plates or special characters. In the U.S., the numbering
systems vary by state with special plates, vanity plates, special characters, and
other items that make entering the “number” more complicated. The success
of this system will depend upon motorists remembering their individual license
plate numbers and the ability of the system to accept specialized information.
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Fundamental steps in the pay-by-license-plate/zone process are as follows:
▪

▪
▪

Vehicle parks in a zoned area
o Each metered space is located within a zone, with signage indicating zone number
o Motorist uses multi-space meter or Pay-by-Phone option for payment
o Motorist enters zone and license plate information
o Motorist pays applicable parking rate
License plate and payment information stored in a real-time database
o License Plate Recognition (LPR) equipped vehicle patrols zones
o LPR Patrol takes digitized picture of parked vehicle’s license plate
LPR Patrol communicates with system database
o Database informs LPR Patrol of vehicle’s payment status
o If expired, a violation with photo is processed and mailed to the vehicle owner
o LPR Patrol continues route enforcement

PAY BY CELL PHONE
Pay by cell phone is just as it sounds—once the motorist parks the vehicle, they call a
phone number (usually located on a sign or the parking meter), enter the space number
they’re parked in, and then hang up. There is an initial, one-time setup where the credit
card number is matched with a phone number. After the initial setup, the system then
uses caller ID to match the user with the account or another type of account ID.
While pay by cell phone has been in use for several years, the latest figures indicate
that only 3% of those parking in a location that supports this technology use it on a
regular basis. Nevertheless, many parking professionals believe this technology has
great potential.
The major advantage of this type of system is the ability to “add” time remotely from your
cell phone, especially in commuter lots. If the motorist who planned to stay a half hour
decides to extend their trip for additional shopping or dining, they can call the number
provided and “add” time to their parking to avoid a violation. Once the customer has paid
for the maximum time allowed (per posted time limits), adding more time is not allowed.
SMART PHONE APPLICATIONS
Similar to the pay-by-cell-phone approach described above, this method enables the motorist to pay for their parking
transaction using a smart phone application. This relatively new technology is available in limited markets at this
time, but has garnered considerable interest and continues to expand throughout municipal, university, and private
markets. The motorist must download the application to their smart phone. The application can either be free or
require a fee (usually less than $5).
Most applications require the motorist to register online or through their phone prior to the first usage. The motorist
will have to store a credit card on file, just like the pay-by-cell-phone system. After initial registration, the motorist
locates a parking meter, opens the application, and then pays for their transaction.
Some of the newer applications not only allow you to pay for parking, but also help you locate available spaces.
One of the early versions relied solely on its network of application users; if you were a user of this OpenSpot app
(developed by Google), you could use it to find parking as well as notify other application users of available parking.
The methodology involved opening the application and indicating that you had left a spot, which then notified other
users of the available space and gave you “Karma Points” demonstrating your level of parking generosity. While a
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primitive method (albeit with a tech-savvy approach) for locating parking spaces, it shows that the parking public is
always looking for easier ways to find open spaces and reduce cruising.
Newer, more advanced applications that use either parking operator bac k-end data or
in-street sensors can provide real-time occupancy information and location of available
spaces. These applications are being marketed as a solution for cruising and delay
related to hunting for that last on-street space. These applications also let you pay for
parking and, just like the pay-by-cell-phone method, will provide notifications when you
are about to exceed your time and enable you to add time up to the regulated limit.
The Cities of Asheville and Wilmington both have implemented pay-by-cell/smart phone
applications in recent years. Asheville implemented Passport parking in September 2012
and has been pleased with its acceptance by the public. A graph of the number of pay by-cell/smart phone parking transactions Asheville has seen in recent years is shown in
Graph 6.1 These transactions accounted for approximately 8% of the City’s on-street
parking revenue in 2014.

Transactions

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000

0

Time
Graph 6.1: City of Asheville Passport Parking Transactions

Alternatives for Revenue Enhancement
Kimley-Horn reviewed Winston-Salem’s existing parking system for alternatives to enhance municipal parking
revenue. The goal of these alternatives is to increase revenues without negatively impacting the parking program.
The following alternatives were identified and reviewed:
▪

▪

Parking rate adjustments
o On-street rates
o Off-street hourly (transient) rates
o Off-street monthly rates
Modification of parking operations

Parking Rate Adjustments
ON-STREET RATES
Winston-Salem’s rates for on-street parking are the lowest of the peer city group; therefore, a case could be made
for increasing this rate at all on-street locations. In the book, The High Cost of Free Park ing by Donald Shoup,
however, the author advocates for using variable pricing strategies to better manage on-street parking. Shoup
recommends setting on-street rates such that at peak conditions, 15% of the parking spaces in a block face are
available. A number of cities—including Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle—have embarked on aggressive
programs to modify parking rates by block face to manage demand.
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As noted previously, the demand for on-street parking varies by location in the City of Winston-Salem. The current
on-street rate of $0.25 per hour has been in place since the mid-1990s. It is recommended that the City increase
the parking rate to $1.25 per hour in locations where there is high demand for on-street parking (e.g. locations
identified in tables 3.7, 3.11, 3.15 and 3.17), while setting the rate at $1.00 per hour, in locations where existing
demand was observed to be low. This alternative allows patrons who are willing to walk further to pay a lower rate
for parking, as well as encouraging those requiring more time park off-street and increase on-street turnover.
OFF-STREET HOURLY RATES
Currently, the off-street rate for parking in Winston-Salem varies by location and time of day. During peak utilization
hours, the off-street rate for public facilities is $1.00 per hour, with the exception of the Trade and Liberty Parking
Lot centrally located next to the Transit Center which charges only $0.25 per half hour ($0.50 per hour). The posted
off-street rate for the private lot at the corner of Main Street and Third Street is $3.50/hour. These off-street rates
are in sharp contrast to the on-street rate of $0.10 per hour in zones with 10-hour single space meters to $1.60 per
hour in zones allowing more than 6 hours.
In most cities, the stated purpose of on-street parking is to provide parking for short visits and encourage frequent
space turnover, while the purpose of off-street parking is to provide parking for longer stays. The current fee
structure for parking in Winston-Salem does not support those goals in all locations. Most people are going to park
at the least expensive, most convenient location they can find. If on-street parking is less expensive than off-street
parking, they will choose that option.
Some cities use pricing to manage the on-street and off-street parking inventories as an overall system. For
example, the City of Asheville charges $1.25/hour for on-street parking and $1.00 per hour for parking in their decks
(with the first hour being free). A parking patron has the choice of paying $2.50 to park on-street for two hours or
$1.00 to park off-street for the same period. Some choose to pay the lower fee, while others are willing to pay a
higher fee for the convenience of nearby parking.
It is recommended that Winston-Salem continue efforts to move towards this pricing model, similar to the variable
pricing in effect along Second Street. Specifically, it is recommended that the City’s off-street rate remain at
$1.00/hour where in effect, while the on-street and Trade and Liberty Parking Lot rate is raised to an amount at
least equal to if not greater than the off-street rates in place at City Hall North, Fourth and Church Street Deck, and
Sixth-Cherry-Trade Parking Deck.
The existing daily maximum of $9.00 is relatively standard in public parking systems. Increasing this maximum
would have only minor impacts on revenue given the existing hours of charging for parking. If the City elects to
increase the hourly fee for deck parking or expand the hours when a fee is charged, consideration should be given
to increasing the daily maximum.
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS PER FACILITY
City Hall South
Located near the southern boundary of the Study Area, the City Hall South parking facility has 30 spaces
available for public parking, collected via pay stations. In 2016 and 2017, there were revenues recorded for
these locations attributed to property maintenance services, as well as expenses related to advertis ing, utilities,
legal services, and other miscellaneous expenses that the City noted are not true parking system expenses.
Removing these expenses, as well as the property maintenance revenues, to focus on the revenues and
expenses directly attributable to the facility, does then show the facility earning a net profit. However, in looking to
the revenue per space and net income per spaces calculations, this facility, by industry standards, is grossly
underperforming. Of note is the lack of citation revenue attributed to the facility. Either the facility is not being
enforced or those funds are being recorded elsewhere. In either case, increased enforcement will aid in
increasing revenues at the facility.
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City Hall North
Benefitting, financially, from a reduction in labor expenses, the City Hall North facility became self supporting
in FY 2016. This facility, observed to be at or near capacity throughout the duration of collections, is also
underperforming. Recorded at an average monthly transient revenue to date in FY 2017 of $72.64 per space.
Even assuming a conservative 50% occupancy, at the $9 per day rate, with an average of 22 business day
per month, one would expect to see an average of approximately $97.98 per space per month. Increased
enforcement, as well as, an audit of collection procedures are recommended for this facility.
Forsyth County
The City of Winston-Salem assists with the enforcement of 59 public spaces within the Forsyth County facility.
After a performance bump in FY 2015, the facility has experienced a steady decline in revenues from FY 2015
to date. Exacerbating the lacking revenues, credit card fees represent a larger percentage of revenue than
at other locations. Increasing from 5% in FY 2014 to 12% in FY 2017 to date. However, given the extremely low
occupancies observed during collection, the facility is surprisingly self-supporting. This facility could benefit
significantly from promotion to increase usage. Labor hours or contractual service charges for enforcement
and/or collection of monies from the pay stations should be recorded to each facility to more accurately reflect the
facility’s performance.
6th Cherry Trade
With a total of 629 parking space, the 6th-Cherry-Trade parking facility was observed to experience peak
occupancy during the 9:00am to 3:00pm time frame, ranging from approximately 43% to 51% occupied. With
two-thirds of the facility’s revenues attributed to monthly permit parkers, consideration should be given to
reducing operating expenses. These include expenses for such items as Centrex or office supplies, that may
serve the larger overhead operations and could be allocated to each facility based on a pro rata share of
parking spaces in the overall system.
Church & 4th
The largest off-street facility in the public parking system, the Church & 4th parking facility received considerable
funding from the City’s General Fund and revenue from Forsyth County. Based upon the observed occupancies at
the facility, the personnel expense is higher than would be expected.
Net Income (Loss)
Spaces

FTEs8

City Hall South
On-Street Parking
City Hall North
Forsyth County
6th Cherry Trade
Church & 4th

30
1,238
97
59
629
1,550

Center City W
System Total

Parking Facility

2014

2015

2016

NA
NA
1.75
NA
3.5
1.75

($18,596.06)
($118,010.16)
($8,157.24)
$2,786.42
($232,554.12)
$606,733.84

$970.04
($120,373.83)
($3,952.72)
$6,217.60
($170,338.26)
$654,749.12

730

NA

$169,884.93

$204,449.69

($60,818.39)
($112,656.58)
$40,597.96
$3,532.81
($122,803.26)
$729,900.10
($1,547,373.31)

4,333

7.0

$402,087.61

$571,721.64

2017
(To Date)
$787,314.769
($140,958.45)
$30,832.07
$1,531.05
($55,611.65)
($170,625.98)

10

($1,695.31)

($1,069,620.67)

$450,786.49

Table 6.1: Net Income of City Managed Properties

8

Employment estimates provided by City staff
Financial report provided to the Kimley-Horn team noted expenses attributed to this facility that City staff do not consider to
be parking program expenses for the 2016 and 2017 years. These expenses are included here to accurately reflect the
financials on record.
10
Center City W off-street parking facility w as sold in 2016
9
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Avgerage Monthly
Revenue per Space

ON-STREET PARKING
The public parking system includes 1,238 on-street parking spaces representing a mix of single space meters
and pay-and-display locations, and variably priced throughout the downtown area. With revenues covering
approximately 50% of personnel and operating expenses, measures should be taken reduce expenses and
share resources across the system to as great an extent as possible. The graph below summarizes the
average monthly revenue per on-street space for the overall public parking program. In FY2017, to date, the onstreet parking system has generated approximately $105.98 per space.

$13.25
$13.09

$13.75
$12.57

$11.80 $12.00 $12.20 $12.40 $12.60 $12.80 $13.00 $13.20 $13.40 $13.60 $13.80 $14.00
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Graph 6.2: Average M onthly Parking Revenue per On-Street Space

In comparison, the average annual revenue per on-street space in Asheville in FY 2012 was $1,404; average
annual revenue per on-street space in Greensboro in FY 2013 was $414/space. (Note: Greensboro has since
increased their on-street parking rate to $1.00/hour.)

Enhanced Payment Options
It is recommended that the City expand the use of pay stations to other off-street parking facilities and to all onstreet locations. In addition, it is recommended that the City implement payment options such as the option to pay
via smart phone apps. This will significantly reduce labor hours needed to collect from each machine and that can
be redirected to education and enforcement of parking regulations.
Other cities have found that patrons are willing to pay for parking if the payment options are convenient. Accepting
credit cards makes the payment of parking fees much easier for the public.

Modification of Parking Operations
In reviewing the financial statements per facility, it appears shared services are not allocated to each facility.
Labor hours or contractual services for enforcement and collection of payments from meters and pay stations
can be readily allocated based on the facility’s pro rata share of spaces of the public parking system.
Duplicative expenses such as labor hours or contractual services for facility monthly permit administration,
Centrex switch services, and such can be centralized to reduce costs and improve efficiencies.

Review of Parking Rates
At present, the rate charged for off-street parking is $1.00/hour—exceeds that charged for on-street parking.
Consideration should be given to changing those rates at some locations. The fee to park in the City Hall
North facility for 3 hours is $3.00, while the fee to park on-street adjacent to the lot is only $2.00 for the same
period. Due to the high demand for parking around landmarks such as City Hall, it is recommended that the
fee for on-street parking be increased to $1.25 per hour at all pay stations to facilitate turnover of on-street
spaces and encourage longer-term patrons to utilize off-street facilities.
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Winston-Salem’s monthly rates of $42 to $65 per month for unreserved parking spaces are considerably low
given the average daily value implied with these rates. Assuming an average of 22 business days per month, a
monthly pass equates to $1.91 to $2.95 per day. These rates were recommended for an increase by $3 to $5
per month in 2011 as a result of a previous study. Consideration should be given to increasing these rates by
approximately $10.00 per month. Although a raise of $10.00 per month feels significant, the increased implied
value of the permit, assuming an average of 22 business days per month, still provides for the average weekday
parker at a value below $5.00 per day ($2.36 to $3.41 per day), and at approximately one-third of the cost of
the daily rate listed for many of the off-street facilities of $9.00.

Recommendations
In summary, the following actions are recommended to enhance revenue to the Winston-Salem Parking System:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Increase the fee charged for on-street parking in areas served by pay stations to $1.00/hour. Leave the
existing rate of $1.00/hour for off-street parking facilities unchanged, but remove the daily maximum.
Increase the fee charged for monthly parking by $10 per month for all off-street facilities within the Study
Area.
Implement enhanced payment options such as pay by cell and pay by app to make paying for parking more
convenient.
Allocate shared resources and personnel to all parking facilities, on- and off-street, that benefit based on
usage or pro rata share as appropriate.
Consolidate operations and services where possible to increase efficiencies and reduce duplicative efforts
and services.
Merge on- and off-street into an enterprise fund in order for on-street parking to become self-funded.
Create interdepartmental charges for parking at City-owned facilities to offset the cost of lost revenue from
those spaces.
To improve customer service, it is recommended that the City provide an enhanced webpage for monthly
parking applications and customer account management. This will also aid in reducing labor hours
necessary for permit administration.
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APPENDIX
Hourly Occupancy Maps
Weekday
Weekend
7th and Liberty Street Entertainment District
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